A special place
A special year

We are privileged to build on the fine work of so many dedicated people who have served before us. Examples of their stewardship are evident everywhere you turn on campus. More great things await us.
There’s nothing quite like the sensation of being a freshman on a college campus – that palpitating mixture of excitement, adventure, hope, cluelessness, anxiety and naked fear. It had been three-and-a-half decades since I’d experienced those feelings, but sure enough they all came flooding back last summer when I arrived for duty at St. Norbert College.

However, I am happy to report that, just as occurred back in 1973 when I was a new student navigating the University of Evansville, about halfway through freshman year an amazing thing happens. Your legs suddenly stop wobbling, your head stops pounding, your vision sharpens up – and you find you’re actually enjoying yourself.

And then … sophomore year! Is there a better feeling anywhere? Newbie no more, you actually know where all your classes are. Faces and names go together. You’ve figured out the best times to get to the cafeteria. You come back and find that you’re, well, home.

So it is that Deb and I are feeling quite at home as we plunge into our sophomore year at St. Norbert, and we again send out our thanks to all of you for the numberless ways you’ve reached out to us, from shopping tips to gifts of baked bread and homemade jam. That big support group includes you, our alumni; our faculty and staff, who work so hard to make this campus the special place it is; the Norbertines, who are not only dedicated men of God but also faithful (not to mention colorful!) friends; and of course, our students, who are the reason we all come together in the first place.

Then there are our donors, to whom this issue is dedicated and whose names appear on the following pages. Thank you, thank you, thank you.

And I certainly don’t want to overlook our trustees, who show their passion for St. Norbert College with their time, their counsel, their experience and, in so many cases, their treasure.

For the past six years, the trustees have been led by Patrick Kelly, a ’77 alum and internationally respected businessman. I have also found Pat to be an astute observer of the human condition and a bona fide force of nature. I’m quite fortunate to have had Pat as both a mentor and friend, and his wisdom made my freshman year infinitely easier. If you think a moment about everything that has

---

**Financial year Q & A**

President Tom Kunkel speaks to the questions on everyone’s mind since the economy took a downturn last fall

What has the tough economy meant to the college’s financial health?

St. Norbert College has been well and conservatively run for many years, and that discipline has helped us navigate a down economy. While other schools were retrenching, we have been able to continue the momentum with fine new buildings, programs and academic partnerships with such institutions as Marquette University and Michigan Tech.

After the economic downturn of last fall, we made sure that, first of all, our students were well served, our staff and faculty remained intact and our academic program remained solid. We did have to hold pay raises for one year.

We were especially pleased that despite the economy, donations this year increased significantly. Those gifts were not all large in dollar amount. But they were large in number, which is considered an important quality indicator for an institution. As a tuition-dependent college, it is imperative that our annual fund secures the resources to help our students succeed.

What impact has the economy had on the college’s endowment?

At the height of the stock market, in the fall of 2007, our endowment hit its peak at $75 million. As was true for all colleges and universities, the downturn took a big bite out of our endowment. It hit $46 million at its low point. With the recent recovery in the equity markets, the endowment now stands around $57 million.

There’s one irony to note: Because we were never in position...
occurred at St. Norbert since he took over, you begin to appreciate what his leadership has meant to us all. You can read more about Pat on page 5 of this issue, and when you see him please offer him a thanks of your own.

We are most fortunate that another veteran trustee, Bill Auriemma, also a ’77 alumnus, is following his friend Pat as our new chair. Bill, too, is a highly successful businessman and entrepreneur who somehow makes time in his demanding schedule for his alma mater. With Bill at the helm, more great things await us.

Indeed, the trustees and the administration are privileged to build on the fine work of so many dedicated people who have served before us. Examples of their stewardship are evident everywhere you turn on campus.

We recently dedicated the wonderful new Miriam B. and James J. Mulva Library, and it already is a huge hit with students, faculty and the wider De Pere community. If you haven’t seen it, by all means come by. Get some coffee at Ed’s Café, pull down a book and settle into one of the countless inviting reading spaces situated around the light-filled building.

Just down Third Street, Gries Hall is teeming with happy new students. Meanwhile, over at the old Todd Wehr library, workers are busy dramatically renovating that space for what will be its third campus incarnation. The renovation will be done in March, and among Todd Wehr Hall’s new features is our relocated bookstore. In addition to being more convenient for students, alums and visitors, the store will offer a broader array of products for purchase, making it easy for you to show your Green Knight pride.

Before long you’ll also be seeing progress on the new Donald Schneider Stadium and Athletics Complex. We’ve raised nearly $9 million in cash and pledges for the stadium so far. While we have several million more to raise, we remain optimistic about dedicating this wonderful new multi-use athletics complex in time for the fall 2010 football opener – it will be played against St. Thomas University.

Of course, equally important if less tangible developments are occurring all over campus. We are fully enrolled for fall, despite the still-wobbly economy. We are putting into place a challenging new Honors Program for our highest-achieving students. We are investing new rigor and challenges into our general education curriculum. And impressive new faculty already are settling into their classrooms.

So I can say with confidence that my sophomore year is going to be an exciting one. But don’t just take my word for it. Come back to campus and see for yourself!

— Thomas Kunkel, President of St. Norbert College

Was enrollment affected?

We went into the 2008–09 year with strong enrollment. When the downturn hit last fall, we made a concerted effort to let our students know that, if their families were in financial straits, we wanted them to talk to us rather than quietly opt to leave. Dozens of them did seek us out to work through their financial challenges so that they could stay. We also redoubled our recruiting efforts for the current year and made available more financial aid than ever.

This combination of retention and recruiting efforts has paid off in this fall’s record enrollment. And there was a sizeable increase in top academic scholars among our first-year students.

However, we have also seen a 7 percent increase in those students demonstrating serious financial need. Even now we have students come to us whose parents have lost their jobs. So we continue to be diligent in our outreach.

How does this position us for the future?

We must continue to be good stewards of our resources. We are constantly working to improve the educational experience even as we hold tuition increases to a minimum. Our aim is to make sure that no qualified student rules out St. Norbert for fear of cost.

To do all this, we look to the ongoing support of alumni and friends – for which we are, as ever, more grateful than we can say.
People who believe in St. Norbert College have always been ready to contribute to its future, prompting our deepest gratitude. Financial support comes from many sources, and every gift makes a difference to current and future students.

**Donor Groups**
Percent of donors by source

- Trustees 1%
- Foundations 1%
- Corporations 6%
- Friends 19%
- Parents 17%
- Other 3%
- Alumni 53%

**Donor Dollars**
Percent of donations by donor group

- Other 10%
- Parents 3%
- Friends 6%
- Alumni 15%
- Corporations 30%
- Foundations 13%
- Trustees 23%

**Total Gifts and Grants**
In millions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2008-09</td>
<td>$10.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007-08</td>
<td>$10.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006-07</td>
<td>$10.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005-06</td>
<td>$12.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004-05</td>
<td>$6.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003-04</td>
<td>$4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002-03</td>
<td>$5.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**St. Norbert Fund Annual Giving**
In millions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2008-09</td>
<td>$1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007-08</td>
<td>$1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006-07</td>
<td>$1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005-06</td>
<td>$1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004-05</td>
<td>$1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003-04</td>
<td>$1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002-03</td>
<td>$1.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total Donors**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2008-09</td>
<td>4,625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007-08</td>
<td>4,052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006-07</td>
<td>4,202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005-06</td>
<td>5,593</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004-05</td>
<td>5,435</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003-04</td>
<td>4,642</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002-03</td>
<td>4,742</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**The year in pictures**

“The pursuit of excellence” was the motto under which St. Norbert College ushered in its seventh president, and it characterized a year in which we saw two new buildings near completion; lead gifts for the athletics stadium; two national titles in track; and the announcement of a new master’s program. Page through this timeline of images for the full flavor of an exciting year on campus.
2008-09 Honor Roll of Donors

The 1898 Society

A new and vital society, established this financial year, recognizes those whose support is fueling the momentum that is taking St. Norbert College to new standards of excellence.

The 1898 Society honors in its name the year of the founding of St. Norbert College. The college’s achievements over the past 111 years and its vision for continued growth are both testimony to the ongoing generosity of the friends whose gifts, large and small, make all possible.

All who gave to the college in 2008-09 have become founding members of the society; a means of recognizing those who give annually to St. Norbert College, who make a major gift to the college, or who indicate their support through a planned gift by remembering the college in their will.

Current giving, lifetime giving and planned giving are recognized by membership at various levels within the 1898 Society. These guilds and clubs honor the leadership, dedication and extraordinary philanthropy that encourages excellence in our students, faculty and staff; expands the college’s academic programs; and provides for the maintenance and construction of essential facilities. (Class participation rates in this honor roll reflect the percentage of living alumni who gave to the college during the 2008-09 financial year.)

Additional information about the 1898 Society is available at www.snc.edu/go/1898society.

An Honor Roll of Donors is maintained online at www.snc.edu/advancement/annualreport.html.

How the new giving levels, instituted June 1, 2009, will work

**Lifetime Giving**

*Norbert Guild* – Donors who have made gifts to St. Norbert College totaling $1 million or more over their lifetime.

*Pennings Guild* – Donors who have made gifts to St. Norbert College totaling $250,000 or more over their lifetime.

*Burke Guild* – Donors who have made gifts to St. Norbert College totaling $50,000 or more over their lifetime.

**Current Giving 2008-09**

*The President’s Club* – Donors who have made gifts to St. Norbert College totaling $2,000 or more over the previous fiscal year.

*The Dean’s Club* – Donors who have made gifts to St. Norbert College totaling $1,000-$1,999 over the previous fiscal year.

*The Main Hall Club* – Donors who have made gifts to St. Norbert College totaling $500-$999 over the previous fiscal year.

*The Founder’s Club* – Donors who have made gifts to St. Norbert College totaling $100-$499 over the previous fiscal year.

**Planned Giving**

*Anselm Keefe Society* – Donors of any age who have made a planned gift: a future bequest, charitable gift annuity, a charitable remainder trust, charitable lead trust or life insurance policy with St. Norbert College as a beneficiary.
2008-09 Honor Roll of Donors

Alumni
- Indicates past and present faculty or staff donor
* Indicates deceased donor

Class of 1935
Participation: 100 percent

Founder’s Club
Francis and Cecelia Vande Loo

Class of 1936
Participation: 100 percent

President’s Club
Leonard Liebmann

Class of 1938
Participation: 33 percent

Main Hall Club
The Hon. William Duffy

Class of 1940
Participation: 50 percent

Founder’s Club
Alexander and Gloria Klieforth

Participating Member
Philip and Blanche Kafka
Maurus and Jean Schumacher

Class of 1941
Participation: 17 percent

Founder’s Club
Arthur and Frances Bachhuber
Francis and Marjorie Moran

Class of 1942
Participation: 25 percent

Founder’s Club
Robert and Neill Duquette
James and Marian Lison

Participating Member
Merrill and Jeanne Guerin

Class of 1947
Participation: 22 percent

President’s Club
William Hoffmann

Participating Member
Ralph and Bonnie Duprey

Class of 1948
Participation: 45 percent

President’s Club
Vernon Biever
Donald and Alice Rohlinger
Vincent Zehren

Main Hall Club
Roland Hershman

Founder’s Club
James Esselman
Willard and Mary Jo Janssen

Participating Member
The Rev. Rowland De Peaux, O.Praem.*
William and Margaret Fitzpatrick
Joseph and Carol Regenfuss

Class of 1949
Participation: 37 percent

President’s Club
John Melchior and Nancy Herwig
Thomas Rondou

Main Hall Club
Donald and Genevieve Beno R. James and Joan Smits

Founder’s Club
Edmund and Corinne Amdorfer
The Rev. Robert Finnegan
O.Praem.
John Pritchard
Kenneth and Rosemary Romenesko

Participating Member
J. Claude and Marie Hert
don Donald* and Elizabeth Pieters
Gerald and Liselotte Ryan

Class of 1950
Participation: 39 percent

President’s Club
Earl and Vera Finkbeiner
J. Roger and Mary Hermens
Leonard Swidler
Fred and Carol Wakeman

Main Hall Club
Donald and Cecilia DuChateau Laurence
Rosella Janquart Francis
Carmella Linsmeyer
Patrick and Geraldine Noonan

Founder’s Club
John and Jane Bertz
Jerome and Phyllis Cherney
Emmett and Elinor Hoks
Rudolph Keifer Jr. and Nancy Keifer
Myron and Helen Klika
Earl F. and Janet Plantz
Roy and Viola Rickert

Participating Member
William Biolo
Gordon De Wane
Albert and Carole Fisher
Harold and Esther Gillis
Kenneth and Joan Haen
Jerome Janssen
Patrick and Geraldine Kennedy
Jerry and Rosemary Lannoy

Henry Leaper
Richard and Mary Nelson
Merrill and Marion Elizabeth Van Handel
Donald and Mary Vandersteen
Harold and Barbara Walesy
Donald and Jeanine Youniss

Class of 1951
Participation: 33 percent

President’s Club
Richard and Patricia Leitemann

Main Hall Club
Donald and Bernice Johnson

Founder’s Club
Charles and Rosemary Bersch
Steven and Jacqueline Donarski
Clement and June Kueper
Martial and Patricia Ledvina
Robert McKenna
Merlin and Rosemary Romenesko
William Stumpf
Leo Van DeLoo
The Hon. John Wiebusch

Participating Member
Charles and Jewel Belfield
Jack and Donna Conlon
Norman and Gerrie Domach
Fred and Rita Greenland
Clayton Maloney
Philip and Letta McDonald
Donald and Dwayne Smits

Class of 1952
Participation: 27 percent

Founder’s Club
Arthur and Libby Biesenthal
Francis and Marilyn Fruezen
Frank and Geraldine Firan
Edward Rademacher Jr. and Annette Rademacher

Participating Member
Donald and Marian Tremel
Allan and Noreen Weber
Norbert and Elvira Weinberger
Robert and Donna Welch
John Vigman
Vincent and Jo Anne Winter

Class of 1953
Participation: 35 percent

President’s Club
Joseph Kline

Main Hall Club
Leo and Kay O’Connell

Founder’s Club
Charles and Rosemary Biergert

Participating Member
Karen and Lois Finnegan

Class of 1954
Participation: 28 percent

President’s Club
Joanne Burns

Main Hall Club
Bernard and Margaret Roels

Founder’s Club
Paul and Kay Bossert
John and Betty Elmer
John Hart Jr. and Kathryn Hartl
William and Rosemary Hinkfuss
Charles and Virginia Markl
William and Carol O’Leary
Richard and Verna Rohe
F. Roger Thiel

Participating Member
Maynard and Jeanette Charniak
Edward and Geneva Kennedy
Louis and Geraldine Van Derhei

Class of 1955
Participation: 38 percent

President’s Club
Benjamin and Louisa Chaurvette
Lawrence and Mary Clowry
Joan and James Hogan
James McNeely

Main Hall Club
Carl and Carol Newhouse

Founder’s Club
Joseph and Ethel Dufek
Robert and Shirley Friedman
Patrick and Miriam Gowski
Norbert and Joan Jadin
James and Norma Ritchay
Francis and Janis Serogy
James and Patricia Van Straten

Participating Member
Cletus and Loretta Deluvia
Querin Herlik
T. Allan and Jean Logan
James and Helen Reinkofer

Class of 1956
Participation: 44 percent

President’s Club
Reginald and Ellen Barlament
James and Joan Hogan
Catherine and Bud Jacobs
Victor and Diane Kopidiansky
Ronald and Mary O’Keefe
James and Virginia Romanski
Lawrence* and Helen*
Van Aistine

Main Hall Club
James and Margaret Burns
Paul and Joanne Swain

- July 2008
Knights on the Fox enjoys record-setting crowds in its seventh season.

- August 2008
A night-time course in Raku ceramics was one of the programs offered in a record-breaking summer season.
A partnership with Marquette offers a fast track for economics majors.

September 2008  St. Norbert hosts the 2008 Tommy Bartlett Collegiate Extreme Waterski and Wakeboard Championships.
Mary and Harold Neville
Thomas Payne and
Jean Hertel Payne
William and Margaret Reimer
James and Berthe Slattery
Rita Svetlik
Richard and Elaine Vande Hei

Class of 1963
Participation: 32 percent

President’s Club
James Koleske and Audrey Mahlho Koleskes
Thomas and Janice Kraus Krammers
Donald* and Judeann Maslinski
Patrick and Vivian Rice
Thomas and Carol Tess

Main Hall Club
James and Susan David

Founder’s Club
Lee Kadov Allen and
David Allen
Patrick Dzewane and
Jane Hyska Dzewane
Virginia Barbiaux Dimeo
Donald Gabriel and
Marcia Warden Gabriel
John and Joanne Gallagher
Dale and Mary Legos
Bruce and Patricia Mikelinc
Judith Russell
Barbara Salm Wood and
Perry Wood
Charles Zarnoth and Judith Geiser Zarnoth

Participating Member
James and Ann Allen
James and Karen Cramer
Anne Wittebos Egan and
Richard Egan
Robert and Jeanne Flatley
Margaret Ryan Greenfield and
William Greenfield
Fred Hebert
Eric and Barbara Jenschke
Mary Kay Mennke Bloomquist

Class of 1965
Participation: 36 percent

President’s Club
Ann Augustine Abbott and
Arthur Huntley
The Hon. and Mrs. Jerome Fox
Slattery and George Hartmann
Charles and Mary Hoch
Ronald and Catherine Hughes
Donald and Susan* Jaquet
The Hon. Mary Mullarkey and
Thomas Korson
Clifford Schwartz
John* and Jane Sutton

Main Hall Club
Daniel and Catherine Bittner
Gerald and June Kaye
Maureen and David Lang
Kenneth and Peggy Maier
Mary and Stephen Mayhew
Daniel Murphy
Irene Wanke Perkins and
Randolph Perkins
Pamela and Tom Reinkober

Founder’s Club
Mary and William Diedrick
Dennis and Donna Engels
Kathryn Hurley
Edwin and Jan Jenkins
Michael Juchniewicz
Richard Kelly and
Barbara Liebmann Kelly
John and Denise Ketter
David Kors Sr.*
Theodore and Boris Menard
Robert Morrissey Jr. and
Rita Morrissey
Gordon Poquette and
Bonnie Beucher Poquette
Carol Ward Rotlie and
Kurt Rotlie
Douglas and Ellyn Sachs
Thomas and Becky Salp

Participating Member
Wayne and Mary Danen
Colette Lessuise Finch and
John Finch
Frank Andrew and
Linda Helwig
Howard and Rowena Hufnagel
William Joch
Michael and Bonnie Schmitt
Robert and Elizabeth Schuster
William and Carol Simon
Mary Heezen Smith and
Robert Francis Smith Jr.
James and Kathleen Tobias
Joyce Calderon
Rosemary and
William Campbell
Ronald and Mary Crowley-Koch
Joan Cox Gill
Georgia Hickey
Donald and Dorothy Josephs
Dianne Raue Keller and
William Keller
Dennis and Barbara Maslogia
Steven and Annette McCabe
John and Vivian Meidl
David* and Carolyn Minten
Robert and Mary Monroe
Joan Debauche Rotlie
John R usher Jr. and
Kathleen R usher
Joel and Penny Seymour
Richard and Marie Stevens
Michael and Linda Stoller

Class of 1966
Participation: 25 percent

President’s Club
Michael and Jane Blick
Paul Doby
Michael Flanagan
Robert Irig
Susan* and Donald Jaquet
Donald and Susan Lamers
Michael Mooney
John and Grace Phillips

Main Hall Club
William Farrey and
Ann Weer Farrey
Thomas and Jan Hosty

Founder’s Club
Cynthia Hart Barczak and
Robert Barczak
Jane Hyska Dzewane and
Patrick Dzewane
Donald and Denise Egan
Ronald and Martha Gribbins
Paula Koszarek Koehler
Bernard and Marilyn Lucier
Martin Mattern
Mary Evens Rader and
Robert Rader
Michael and Pattie Ryan
James and Karen Salp
Michael and Emerline Singler
Timothy and Maureen Singleton
Karen Van Wagenhoven Thiel
and David Thiel
Richard and Pat Van Remortel
Judith Geiser Zarnoth and
Charles Zarnoth

Participating Member
Barbara Alixson
Roger Bader and
Lois Van Ess Bader
William Duddleston and
Priska Duddleston-Koch
Frank Grogan
James and Anita Hayes
Michael and Ann Jennings
Barbara and Dennis Massoglia
Kenneth Menting
Bernard Mickie
Carla Cuccio Oeverbeck
and Julius Oeverbeck
Agnes Reiderauz Oeverauz
and Gerald Oeverauz
James and Mary Rusch
William Ryan and
Janet Messmer Ryan
Ann Mueller Schaap and
John Schaap
Mary Seiler
Pat and Mary Vanden Heuvel
Susan Dzewane Vine and
James Vine

Class of 1967
Participation: 22 percent

President’s Club
Virginia Skorz Baeten* and
Ralph Baeten
John McNally and
Susan Jones McNally

Main Hall Club
Donald Luken
John and Virginia Riopelle
James and Linda Santy
Sherman and Cheryl Wade

Founder’s Club
Judith Stroothoff Bloomquist and D.J. Bloomquist
Paul F. and Theresa Coenen
Rose Marie Derks
Susan Dogost
Mary Orella
Richard Farrell and
Pamelia Meindl Farrell
Barbara Fagerholm Hoferle
and Donald Hoferle
Dennis and Janny Malloy
Jean and Harry Monahan
Alain Suquet
Theresa and Donald Trost

Participating Member
Mary Kay Mennke Bloomquist
and James Bloomquist
William and Susan Burke
Mary Docka Geenan and
James Geenan
An Vanderloop Gehrmann
and Ralph Gehrmann
Douglas Harder and
Carol Moser Harder

\[ \text{October 2008} \]
St. Norbert hosts the Tail of the Fox regatta.

\[ \text{October 2008} \]
St. Helen Prejean, author of “Dead Man Walking,” was named St. Norbert Ambassador of Peace.
Class of 1968
Participation: 29 percent

**President’s Club**
Ralph Baeten and Virginia Skortz Baeten* 
Robert and Leila Bradley 
Lawrence and Kathleen Gentine 
Donald Taylor* 
Ralph and Joanne Wade

**Main Hall Club**
Kathleen Campbell and 
Ford Campbell III 
Anita Blaising Delaney and 
Harry Delaney 
Michael and Doryl Dumas 
Ann Webery Farrey and 
William Farrey 
Carmella and Martin Vande Ven

**Founder’s Club**
Georgine Buehler Bapat and 
Suresh Bapat 
John and Pamela Beaver 
Robert and Ruth Berger 
Barbara and James Campion 
Elaine and Jeffrey Chiappetta 
Thomas Dorner 
William and Sally Duveneck 
Mary Berner Dyer and 
Norman Dyer 
Christopher Forrest 
Al Groves* and 
Katherine Palmer Groves 
Nancy Madiol Hannon 
Carol Moser Harder and 
Douglas Harder 
Charles and Barbara Helling 
Karen Jossi 
Terrence Kelly and 
Peg O’Rourke Kelly 
Paul La Fond

Susan Charlier Langemak and 
James Langemak 
Judith Lindbom 
Joseph Miks Jr. and 
Stefan Mokhoski 
Joseph Mullarkey 
Ralph and Carolyn Patitucci 
Robert and Diane Paulick 
Kathy and Michael Quirk and 
Brian Quirk 
Timothy Rasman 
David and Barbara Roznowski 
Raymond and Carol Schauer 
Mary Ann Fitzharris 
Steve Feben and 
Susan McShane Feben 
Richard Heier 
Pat Hitt and Patricia 
Vande Castle Hitt 
Mary and John Hughes 
Thomas and Susan McAllister 
Mary Anne Quinnell 
Thomas and Horace 
Rentmester 
Janet Pouschnik Rose and 
Stephen Rhodes 
Mary Bartlett Schaefer and 
Rick Schaefer 
Ronald and Diana Tortelli 
John and Frances Van Lanen 
Susan Wilson

**Class of 1969**
Participation: 21 percent

**President’s Club**
Elizabeth Buckley and 
Dennis McGrath 
Karen Kaltz Cook and 
Andrew Cook II 
Timothy and Maria Delaney 
Miriam and James Mulva 
Barbara Kauffman Schmidt and 
William Schmidt 
Steven and Sharon Wilmet

Timothy and Barbara Houlton 
Suzanne Quintenz Huber and 
Joseph Huber 
Henry Katz and 
Barbara Brumette Katz 
Gayle Brehm Klokw and 
Randall Klokw 
John and Kathleen Long 
Manka and James Moran 
Michael and Bonnie Moschak 
Gerald and Linda Mrzcekowski 
William and Carol Rawlsky 
Stephen Rhode and 
Janet Pouschnik Rhode 
Robert Roth Jr. and 
Karin Roth 
Janet Messmer Ryus and 
William Ryus 
Rick Schaefer and 
Mary Bartlett Schaefer 
David and Marilyn White

**Main Hall Club**
Mary and Thomas Mulligan

**Founder’s Club**
Steven Bach and 
Franny Neele-Bach 
Linda Laferrest Bieser 
Sharon O’Reilly Bright and 
Robert Bright 
James and Barbara Campion 
Jeffrey and Ela Chiappetta 
Gail Richards Comeau and 
Wayne Comeau 
Mary Dorfman Cooper and 
Robert Cooper 
Barbara Allender Douglass and 
John Rabe 
Bonnie Brotzeller Dowdy and 
Melvin Dowdy 
Vickie Gillio 
Robert and Sue Gloudemans 
Kathy Palmer Groves and 
Alvin Groves 
Thomas and Nancy Grundle 
Jo Ann Katschub and 
William Beren 
Peg O’Rourke Kelly and 
Terrence Kelly 
Patricia and Thomas Kuzma 
Mary Beth and William Morgan 
Carolyn and Ralph Patitucci 
Susan French Prust and 
Thomas Prust 
Joseph and Lynne Placek 
Michael and Connie Ronk 
Catherine Rotter 
Paul and Patricia Schmelzer 
Willard Secor Jr. and 
Monica Arens 
Sharon Simons and 
William Hinton 
Lawrence and Mary Teofilo 
Lee and Marti Vanderstuy 
Sonia Kish Whitney and 
Richard Whitney

Michael Barbier 
Judy Basso 
Richard and Susan Bieneret 
Mary and Michael Brunet 
Theresa Prisegem Cooley and 
Frank Cooley 
Sue Cox 
Pamela* and Paul Curley 
Janis Feldhausen and 
Larry Chatman 
Mary Ann Fitzharris and 
Michael Franken 
Peter and Millis Frisch 
Susan McShane Feben and 
Steve Feben 
Nancy Middendorf Gibbons

Tom Gibbons* and 
Nancy Middendorf Gibbons 
Mary Hanran 
Albert and Kaye Hutter 
Barbara Brumette Katz and 
Henry Katz 
Joanne Hertel Keeley 
Carol Denis LaCombe and 
Larry LaCombe 
Kathleen Mallon 
Jean Stremmer Neumann Mills 
Owen Phelps Jr. and 
Jane Cable Phelps 
Honore and Thomas 
Rentmester 
Ronald Robinson and 
Susan Valentino 
Lee Anne Riepelle Scovell and 
James Scovell 
Patricia and Jack Shonman 
Marilyn Stasiak* 
Jane Smeester Wicker and 
Roland Wicker

**Class of 1970**
Participation: 18 percent

**President’s Club**
Jean and Frank Battaglia 
Michael Bokerschmidt and 
Nancy Gross 
Mary Wesley Carson and 
Douglas Carson 
Virginia and Michael Conron 
Thomas and Mary Domer 
Wayne Sigl and Leesa Erickson 
Connie and Lisa Stefanus 
Anthony and Margaret Ventura

**Main Hall Club**
Ronald Platner and 
Mary Soens Platner 
Glen and Helen Yurieievich

Margaret Kachadurian Barpal and 
Isaac Barpal 
Kay Williamsen Bougie and 
Vernon Bougie 
Robert and Marcella Cronin 
Timothy and Jean Decker 
Joseph and Dorothy Dorr 
Joseph Emer and 
Patricia Pucak Emer 
Pamela Meindl Farrell and 
Richard Farrell 
Susan Anderson Freed and 
John Fread 
Gary and Linda Gershke 
Sue and Robert Gloudemans 
Paul Hartmann 
Charles and Cheryl Holzmecht 
John Peisch Jr. and 
Ann Pesch 
Joseph and Marie Schaefar

Patricia and Paul Schmelzer 
Thomas and Susan Schouten 
Eileen Taylor Schumann and 
Thomas Schumann 
James Steckart and 
Grace Bellino Steckart 
Karen Oestreichet Stuchey 
and Paul Stuckey 
Bonnie Cull Voller and 
John Voller

**Participating Member**
Ronald and Janet Blaha 
Kenneth and Diane Burkel 
Anne Barry Davis 
Carolyn Suess Haugner and 
John Haugner Jr. 
Pat Vande Castell Hitt and 
Patrick Hitt 
Mavis Kryzanek and 
Roger Bartrum 
Vincent and Manbarbara Lane 
Arlynn Ewald Liberty and 
Ronald Liberty 
John and Lu Nowak 
Colette Kolstol Olbrich and 
Gerald Olbrich 
Anita Butkus Philipp and 
Leslie Philipp 
Patricia Ponto 
Bob and Lorrie Rushkewich 
Donald Scheinoha 
Peggy Turnif Thompson and 
John Thompson 
Holly and Dennis Tordot 
Susan Katz Vrba and 
Andrew Vrba

**Class of 1971**
Participation: 26 percent

**President’s Club**
Bill Burns Jr. and 
Nancy Jazkowski Burns 
Donald and Linda Eckes 
Dianne Stark Henke and 
Brian Henke 
Robert and Judy Jansen 
Wayne Lubner and 
Teresa Emer Lubner 
Patricia and Jack McKeithan 
Dawn Biemeyer Olejniczak and 
Thomas Olejniczak 
Patrick Roipelle and 
Jane Radue 
Thomas and Mary Schmidt 
Edward Sturzl Jr. and 
Ann Gentele Sturzl 
Anise Baccash Traynor and 
Timothy Traynor 
Anthony and Margaret Ventura

**October 2008**
President Thomas Kunkel 
was installed 
as the seventh 
President of 
St. Norbert College.

**October 2008**
The college honors 
the 2008 Alumni 
Award winners.
Main Hall Club
Gregory Haldeman
Mitch Lehmann
Patrick and Arnie Murphy
Mary Soens Platner and
Ronald Platner
Victoria Weiss and
Philip Neujaehr
Founder’s Club
Mary Earleacher and
Donald Ascher
Paul and Patricia Bachhuber
James and Kathleen Beaver
John Boucher
Bonnie Bedat Brandenburg and
Donald Brandenburg
Charles and Anna Fehring
Susan Roenaat Gornall
G. William Hardgrove II and
Florence Hardgrove
William and Patricia Karlovitz
Carol Lasek Kekula and
Robert Kekula
Gary Kryshak and
Christina Jonas Kryshak
David Lenon
M. Alioto Dornike McWilliams and
Thomas McWilliams
Diane Maroney Merna and
Robert Merna
Gay Adams Miezin and
Robert Miezin
Michael and Eva Moormann
Mary Estler Nachtwey and
James Nachtwey
Stephen and Ann Nickols
Ann Sweeney Peters and
Wayne Peters
Jay and Catherine Pick
Mark Ransom and
Judy Ann McQuade
Mary Varju Raven and
Patrick Raven
Virginia Grab Reinardy and
David Reinardy
Robert and Christina Schalles
Carie Geiser Seevick and
Ron Seevick
David and Judy Terry
Lois Van Dyk
Peter and Donna Vercauteren
Robert Wiescholok and Nancy
Gibbons Wiescholok
Participating Member
Deborah Hill Bangert
Kathleen Drea Brauer and
William Brauer
Michael Buss and
Anne Freund Buss
Robert and Catherine Cabelka
William Donovan and
Mary Tomko Donovan
Patricia Elliott and
John Vanden Boogaard
Jayne and Richard Feldhausen
Greg Frederick and
Pat Sieren Frederick
Susan Beauchaine Gundlach
and Howard Gundlach
Marie Schmitt Hayes and
Robert Hayes
Paul Hemmer and
Chris Pergoli Hemmer
Lynn Eichman Herrmann and
Philip Herrmann
Dennis and Jane Joyce
Timothy and Lisa Kautza
Karen Kurz-Riemer and
Richard Riemer
Christine Duggan Lienau and
Bernard Lienau
Peter and Mary McCanna
Michael Morgan
Cecelia and Peter Nelson
Mary Reinbold Novak and
Wayne Novak
Susanne Hollis Rudnick
James and Mary Kay Sanders
Constance Miller Schmidt and
Warren Schmidt
Colleen Gilman Sheehan and
Jim Sheehan
Gregory and Kathyn Smith
Julie Vargas
Nancy Gibbons Wiescholok and
Robert Wiescholok
Kathleen Ziccarelli
Class of 1972
Participation: 25 percent
President’s Club
W. Gregory Drees and
Kimberly Anderson-Drey
Theodore and Roberto Fritsch
Raynelle and William Hackett
Mary Bleser Hayes and
Thomas Hayes
Michael and Barbara Kimps
Glen and Barbara Madrigano
Timothy and Linda Martin
Ann Gentile Sturz and
Edward Sturz Jr.
Main Hall Club
Thomas and Susan O’Leary
David and Kathrine Schlitz
Barbara Bertagni Teff and
Michael Teff
Founder’s Club
Barbara Stepeneske Alexander
Peter and Teresa Dalekse
John Fetherston III
Gerald and Bonnie Fusco
Kathleen Donahue Hansen and
Larry Hansen
Kenneth and Daryl Henning
Cheryl and Charles Holznrecht
Luke Ivers Jr. and
Mary Jo Murphy Ivers
Ellen Groh La Belle and
James Labelle
Patricia Takala Linhart and
Dennis Linhart
Diane Jagodowski Malooy
and Robert Malooy
Phyllis Sickinger McCanna
and Gary Smith
Deborah and William
McDonald Jr.
John O’Malley and
Jacqueline Eberle O’Malley
Sharmaine Scocco Peele
and Willis Peele
L. Lee Prange and
Neil Alan Van Dyke
David Reichenberger
Virginia Macco Rickett and
David Rickett
Janice Rossing
William Schalk Jr. and
Eileen Schalk
Chris Grealy Schalles
and Bob Schalles
Francis and Elizabeth Schmitz
Daniel Schneider and
Mary Lansing
Timothy and Maureen Shaw
James Stalgy
Donald and Julie Weil
Maribeth Gagnon Whitton and
David Whitton
Participating Member
Kathleen and Matthew Anich
Lois Van Esi Badar and
Roger Bader
Mary Krueger Bernard and
John Bernard
Barbara Bobrowitz
John and Barbara Bryce
Bernadette Weinandt Schraw
and D. Phillip Burns
Patricia Byrne
Mary Fran Bynes Collier
and Michael Collier
Mary Tomko Donovan and
William Donovan
Mary Beth Dyke and
Dennis Dyke
Paul and Kathleen Esposito
Christine Liebman Geurs
and Thomas Geurs
Mary Lou and Robert Kramer*
Kenneth and Pamela Lask
Charlotte Bitkers Liddicoat
The Hon. David Matyas and
Susan Matyas
Sharon Banaszynski Mierow
Stuart and Joanne Oliver
Michael Porubcan and
Audrey Lund
Donald Salma
Jim Sheehan and
Colleen Gilman Sheehan
Ralph Spaeth
Jerome and Linda Stepaniak
Linda Zima Tappa and
Kenneth Tappa
Michael and Patricia Valentyn
Mary and John Vargo
Class of 1973
Participation: 17 percent
President’s Club
Jane Loehr Frawley and
Thomas Frawley Jr.
William and Raynelle Hackett
Jay and Tamara Peerenboom
Emil Pfenniger and
Ellen Louise Pfenniger
Ann Roenacht
Robert Ross Jr. and
Cynthia Ross
Madonna Young Williams and
John Williams
Main Hall Club
Scott McAlpine
Michael Teff and Barbara
Bertagni Teff
Founder’s Club
Robert Brunmood
Christina Crowell Chiu and
Peter Chiu
Christine Sinnott Cooper and
Kenneth Cooper
Thomas Deters
Denise McKinney Ethun and
Larry Ethun
Daniel Gibbons
Mary Jo Murphy Ivers and
Michael and Joy Jaeger
Karolyn Kneser Schraw
and Regge Krueger
Christina Jonas Kryshak
and Gary Kryshak
Cline Lampkin Jr. and
Mary Lampkin
Jan Moore
Jacqueline Eberle O’Malley and
John O’Malley
Mary Mueller Reinhart and
Mark Reinhart
Christine Bush Schluthess
and Bruce Schluthess
Richard and Betty Toney
Peggy Martin Gramarossa
Ziegler and John Ziegler
Thomas Zwicky
Participating Member
Catherine and Robert Cabelka
Catherine Schmitz Czaia and
Thomas Czaia
Gerald Domaszek* and
Chong Suk Domaszek
Darlene Doner
Chris Pergoli Hemmer and
Paul Hemmer
Linda Feicht Honrath and
Alfred Honrath
Jeffrey and Darlene Jonas
John Kallies and
Ellen Collins Kallies
Diane Snyder Kramer
Rebecca Gosse Krugman and
John Krugman
Kevin and Leslie Lally
Susan Lefel
William and Peggy Longdin
Rose Migas Mayer and
Wade Mayer
Susan Exner Ruf
Michael Schultz and
R. Mason Landrum
Mary Romenesko Smreczek and
Edward Smreczek
Marcia Voisman Theisen and
Jeffrey Thiesen
Kathryn Wirth and
Philip Palmer
Class of 1974
Participation: 18 percent
President’s Club
Nancy Zajkowski Burns and
Bill Burns Jr.
John and Kathleen Connolly
Thomas Frawley Jr. and
Jane Loehr Frawley
Darlene Gmoser Hays and
Robert Hays
Grethen Hoffmann and
Joseph Doherty
Tereser Emler Lubner and
Wayne Lubner
Ellen and Emil Pfenniger
Paul Tutskey and
Sara Johnson Tutskey
Edward Wobbel and Carol
Stram-Wobbel
Main Hall Club
Steven and Susan Breggning
Michael and Catherine Halloran
Founder’s Club
Jean Peirick Braun and
David Braun
Margaret Phair Butts and
Edward Butts
Howard Ebert and
Patricia Mader-Ebert
Participating Member
Edward Baumann
Nancy Hamill Bowen and James Bowen
Gregory and Rebecca Bunker
Anne Freund Buss and Michael Buss
James and Mary Beth Cahill
Toni Rozek Cane
Nancy Schulz Dolphin and Larry Dolphin
Christi and Dean Hansen
James and Rebecca Krueger
Kay Wirth Lovell and Kevin Lovell
James and Joan Marcellus
Jean Bertoldi Miazga and James Marcellus
William and Margaret Neurauter
Randall and Barb Olm
Timothy Ryan
John and Jan Simonsen
Joanne and Kristopher Sjostrom
Edward Sromek
Mary Romensko Sromek
Maureen and Jerome Vandenberg
Mary Kay and Thomas Von Rueden

Class of 1975
Participation: 19 percent

President’s Club
John and Linda Blaude
Joan Hav briefly
Dana and Mary Pierce
Judy and Sharon Rotherham
Joan Kafka
Shirley Volm
Karen McDermott Yontz* and Kenneth Yontz

Founder’s Club
Kathleen and Michael Bieler
Gerard and Debra Bost
Rita Dufour
Deborah and Alan Feldman
James and Jacqueline Frett
Mary Brot Gordon and Larry Gordon
Mary Helen Helfman
Peter and Marianne Houlihan
Heidi Reis Kepchar
Mary Mitchell Krombach and Robert Krombach
Charles Le Ham
Anthony and Janet Lombardo
Timothy and Eve O’Brien
Paula Olson-Krueger*
Anne Hartlab Smith and Gregory Smith
Sally Weber Smith and Kenneth Smith
Thomas and Mary Walsh

Participating Member
Mary Theole Busse and Robert Busse
Rita Chiappetta
Clark and Christine Eichstedt
Maryland Malone Enright and Timothy Enright
Thomas Flisch
Jude and Colleen Gosz
Gloria Hair Kennedy and Patrick Kennedy
Stephen Lukasik and Nancy Blackman Lukasik
Janet Marx
Richard Fagan
Barbara and Raymond Padwells
Mary Anne Nasbey and Vernon Sebby
Jeffrey and Karen Smith
Anita and Andrew Tully
Mary Van Dyke
Thomas and Mary Kay
Von Rueden
Janice and Edward Wajda
Marianne Anich Walsh and Robert Walsh

Class of 1976
Participation: 26 percent

President’s Club
Patti and Charles Albers
Dennis Corry
Mary Harn-Jirschke and Jeffrey Jirschke
Daniel and Mary Hults Dane Winfred Hutjens
Thomas Johnson
Rick Kobriger and Michelle Wiberg Kobriger
Robert and Heather Markward
Sara Johnson Tutschke and Paul Tutschke

Main Hall Club
Robert and Susan Burns
Claire and Paul Giambalvo
Leanne Wiedemann and Robert Krumlauf

Founder’s Club
Peter and Cynthia Allcox
Richard and Jennifer Bartholomew
Anne Zimmerman Conzemius and William Conzemius
Marianne Gerts
John and Debra Herson
Christopher and Lynelle Johns
Robert Krombach and Mary Mitchell Krombach
Kerry Slack Merrer and James Merrer
Peter and Donna Sawyer
Lawrence and Melanie Sikowski
C. Remy and Mary Stephenson
Edward and Joan Tomkowiak
Patricia Marin Vickman and Steven Vickman
Warren and Judy Wanezek
John and Kim Weidmann
Kelli Fagan Westbrook and David Westbrook
Richard Dzidek and Nancy Christien-Zidek

Participating Member
Laurence Armstrong
Gregory and Jayne Benesh
Glenn and Diane Blohowiak
Karen Kostynuk Bruce and Timothy Bruce
Mary Jo Boyle Button and Douglas Button
Janet Gastaldello Cesar and Robert Cesar
Ellen Burns Cetera and Kenneth Cetera
Douglas and Mary Daul
James and Laura Dee
Maureen McGinnis Eichenholz and Richard Eichenholz
Budd Fisek
Richard Gluth and Constance Petullo Gluth
Janis Habun Hancock and Edward Hancock
Timothy Hansen
Kathleen Spola Jaworski and Ronald Jaworski
Julius Kiss III and Barbara Kissh
Robert and Janice Kloss
Karen Lampkin
Karen Huber Linnane and Patrick Linnane
Joan and James Marcellus
Timothy and Audrey McDonnell
Joseph Meurer Jr. and Darlene Meurer
Richard and Jane Morency
James and Lucie Mullin
Lynne Haney Papilham and James Papilham
Jill Regnato Pitterle and Daniel Pitterle
Ellen Schmitt Runnloe and Lorn Runnloe
Rose and Steven Skaletski

Class of 1977
Participation: 24 percent

President’s Club
William and Fiorella Auriemma
Margaret Coleman Cahill and William Cahill
Todd Daner* and Anne Vanvelde Denen
Martha Webb Dwyer and Thomas Dwyer Sr.
Julie Heyroth Gasper and James Gasper
Roberto and Cynthia Hilger
Patrick and Lisa Kelly
Michelle Wiberg Kobriger and Rick Kobriger
Thomas Maher Jr. and Lois Maher
Kristin Hoffmann Powley and Kent Powley
Keith and Valerie Spaulding
Jeffrey and Diane Walters

Main Hall Club
Maurita Houren and Tom Beamesh
Linda Merk Knoll and Allie Knoll
Thomas Nick
Michael and Mary O’Malley

Founder’s Club
Carol Earle Adrian and John Adrian
John and Barbara Bauschka
Kevin and Patricia Campanella
Richard Zidek and Nancy Christien-Zidek
Dennis and Kathy Coughlin
Jacob* and Cindy
Czarik-Neimayer
Maureen Fancy
Jay and Bonnie Greeley
Terry and Carol Herbstritt
Martin Higgins
Jay and Karin Hill
William and Mariana Krippinger
Theresa Ludwig Kruk and Stephen Kruk
Douglas and Valerie Laurent
Catherine and David Nettleton
Mariameen Miller Potter and James Potter

Participation: 26 percent

President’s Club
Susan Cook Barthel and David Barthel
Patrick* and Mary Georgia
Douglas and Kathryn Schaeff
Judith and Nancy Schumacher
Ralph Tease Jr. and Susan Lambert Tease

Main Hall Club
Annette Miller Hamilton and Tom Hamilton
Daniel Kafka

President Thomas Kunkel’s cabinet

Back row from left: Eileen Jahnke, vice president for business and finance; Bridget Kragh O’Connor, ’93, vice president for enrollment management and communications; Michael Marsden, dean of the college and academic vice president; Mary Oling-Sisay, vice president for student affairs and dean of students; Phil Oswald, vice president for college advancement.

Front row from left: the Rev. Jay Fostner, O.Praem., ’84, vice president for mission and heritage; Thomas Kunkel, president; Amy Sorenson, chief of staff.
Thom as and Robin Schum acher
Gregory and Ann Rotherham
John Tobin and
Julie Schultz M cCarragher and
David Haw king and
Lawrence Dolan
David Hawking and
Laura Gibson
Terrence and Eileen Ivers
Mark and Sheri Jacobs
Terry and Patti Lardinois
Edward and Cynthia Lee
Julie Schultz McCarragher and
Kevin McCarragher
Gregory and Ann Rotherham
Thomas and Robin Schum acher
Katherine Hegarty Schwieder and
Wylie Schwieder
John Tobin and
Patricia Sreenan Tobin
Lori Smith Young and
James Young
Participating Member
Mary Pat Doucette Brennan and
Craig Brennan
Kathleen Graham Dioneotes and
Mark Dioneotes
Jonathan and Mary Hall
Carl Heinze Jr.
Mary Ellen Hurst and
the Rev. Service Hurst
James Hussey
Catherine Rice Johnson
Glen and Amy Johnson
Robert Karger
Susan Bishop Kellen and
Peter Kellen
Susan and Bryan Knapp
Kevin and Kim Nealis
Paula Greco Maloney and
John Maloney
Denise McDermid Ristow and
Kenneth Ristow
Lorrin Runnroe and
Elle Schmitt Runnroe
Daniel and Anna Salbei
Michael and Christine Thill
James Vercauteren
M. Claire Schultz Williams and
James Williams
James and Lynne Wolf
Kennet and Roxann Zoromski
Class of 1979
Participation: 19 percent
President’s Club
Renee Ingrassia Ariens and
Michael Ariens
David Barthel and
Susan Cook Barthel
Patrick and Kathleen
Derringhaus
Richard and Cynthia Kekula
Timothy and Jan Romenesko
Kim Wolfe Schemmel and
Scott Schemmel
Lois and Thomas Schumacher
Jill McEwen Spude and
John Spude
Main Hall Club
John Cherskin
Allen and Julie Freis
Therese Doyle Jackson and
William Jackson
Mark and Julie Kasper
Paul and Alison Neiwins
Donald and Ros Noskowiak
Michael Ullstrup
Founder’s Club
Anthony and Dee Abts
Barbara Hanlon Bauschka and
John Bauschka
Patricia Brazil
Julie Milder Bump and
Perry Bump
Dolores and Eugene Bunker*
Mark and Kelly Condon
D. Todd and Cynthia Ehlers
Cynthia Ehlers Fisher and
Stephen Fisher
Timothy and Robin Flatley
Lisa Groff
Christine Jansch
Lisa Wagner Jones and
Waren Jones
Joseph and Eileen Karlovich
Mary Beth Payin Killinger and
John Killinger
John and Katherine Mej
Elaine Becker Moss* and
Marshall Moss*
Ann Vail Parent and
Michael Parent
James Young and
Lori Smith Young
Participating Member
Barbara Hanlon Bauschka
and John Bauschka
Mary Pat Doucette Brennan and
Craig Brennan
Kathleen Graham Dioneotes and
Mark Dioneotes
Jonathan and Mary Hall
Carl Heinze Jr.
Mary Ellen Hurst and
the Rev. Service Hurst
James Hussey
Catherine Rice Johnson
Glen and Amy Johnson
Robert Karger
Susan Bishop Kellen and
Peter Kellen
Susan and Bryan Knapp
Kevin and Kim Nealis
Paula Greco Maloney and
John Maloney
Denise McDermid Ristow and
Kenneth Ristow
Lorrin Runnroe and
Elle Schmitt Runnroe
Daniel and Anna Salbei
Michael and Christine Thill
James Vercauteren
M. Claire Schultz Williams and
James Williams
James and Lynne Wolf
Kennet and Roxann Zoromski
Class of 1979
Participation: 19 percent
President’s Club
Renee Ingrassia Ariens and
Michael Ariens
David Barthel and
Susan Cook Barthel
Patrick and Kathleen
Derringhaus
Richard and Cynthia Kekula
Timothy and Jan Romenesko
Kim Wolfe Schemmel and
Scott Schemmel
Lois and Thomas Schumacher
Jill McEwen Spude and
John Spude
Main Hall Club
John Cherskin
Allen and Julie Freis
Therese Doyle Jackson and
William Jackson
Mark and Julie Kasper
Paul and Alison Neiwins
Donald and Ros Noskowiak
Michael Ullstrup
Founder’s Club
Anthony and Dee Abts
Barbara Hanlon Bauschka and
John Bauschka
Patricia Brazil
Julie Milder Bump and
Perry Bump
Dolores and Eugene Bunker*
Mark and Kelly Condon
D. Todd and Cynthia Ehlers
Cynthia Ehlers Fisher and
Stephen Fisher
Timothy and Robin Flatley
Lisa Groff
Christine Jansch
Lisa Wagner Jones and
Waren Jones
Joseph and Eileen Karlovich
Mary Beth Payin Killinger and
John Killinger
John and Katherine Mej
Elaine Becker Moss* and
Marshall Moss*
Ann Vail Parent and
Michael Parent
James Young and
Lori Smith Young
Participating Member
Barbara Hanlon Bauschka
and John Bauschka
Mary Pat Doucette Brennan and
Craig Brennan
Kathleen Graham Dioneotes and
Mark Dioneotes
Jonathan and Mary Hall
Carl Heinze Jr.
Mary Ellen Hurst and
the Rev. Service Hurst
James Hussey
Catherine Rice Johnson
Glen and Amy Johnson
Robert Karger
Susan Bishop Kellen and
Peter Kellen
Susan and Bryan Knapp
Kevin and Kim Nealis
Paula Greco Maloney and
John Maloney
Denise McDermid Ristow and
Kenneth Ristow
Lorrin Runnroe and
Elle Schmitt Runnroe
Daniel and Anna Salbei
Michael and Christine Thill
James Vercauteren
M. Claire Schultz Williams and
James Williams
James and Lynne Wolf
Kennet and Roxann Zoromski

* Students participate
continues on Third
Street, the Mulva
Library takes shape.

As construction
continues on Third
Street, the Mulva
Library takes shape.

Our students
participate in “Up
at Dawn” to raise
funds for St. Jude’s Children’s
Hospital.
Class of 1982
Participation: 17 percent

President’s Club
Robert and Maria D’Amour
Anne Vandeveld Danen and Todd Danen
Patrick Dunks and Jean Schreider Dunks
Charles Geurts and Theresa Rosik Geurts
James Hennessy Jr. and Christine Hennessy

Main Hall Club
Janet Stoller Mashli and Steve Mashli

Founder's Club
Gregory Bollom and Kathleen De Muts
Theodore and Kelly Buckley
Theresa Brick Byron and H. Joseph Byron
Michael and Cynthia Devine
Mary Grace Hendricks
Mary Schuenke Hughes and James Hughes
Thomas and Sandra Jansen
Barbara Navickas Johnson and Paul Johnson
Barbara Nicholson Kane
Michael and Mary Lambert
James and Laura McCormick
Michael McComis and Julie Connor McComis
Stephan O'Toole

Class of 1983
Participation: 21 percent

President’s Club
Margaret Burns Pichler and Daniel Pichler
Lee and Lisa Reynebeau
Theresa Rosik-Geurts and Charles Geurts
Kathryn Skar Stites and John Stites
Robert Tomasetti and Kathleen Fanning
Agnes and Frank Wood

Main Hall Club
Philip Behling and Elizabeth Brien Behling
Eileen Butch and Tom Balthazor
Mary Jo Grabner
John Kennedy
Charles and Francine Smeester
Natalie Braspenninckx Zeller and Roger Zeller
Jennifer Hoefl Zimmerman and John Zimmerman

Founder’s Club
Elizabeth Ahlenius
Melissa Brabazon Braun and Dale Braun
Kelly and Theodore Buckley
William and Carol Budig
Beth Steimel Clabots and Gregory Clabots
Sheila Gavahan Curtin and Michael Curtin
Joseph Fazio III and Lisa Fazio
M. Joan Birder Gilliam and Michael Gilliam
Steven and Alina Globis
Patricia Gosch Gromala and Edward Gromala
Paul and Michelle Hirschboeck
Rebecca Ehlinger Ibach and
Mark Ibach
Debra Wenzel Marciniak and Brian Marciniak
Julie Connor McComis and Michael McComis
Lori Halaburt Menzner and Philip Menzner
A. William Meo and Twila Zalonski Meo
Robert Naslan and Karen Wilson Naslan
Jeanne Engels Owart and Michael Owart
Barbara Kirschling Quigley and Greg Quigley
William and Jaclyn Rehm
Mark Rotherham
Georgia Gottschalk Schroeder and Mark Schroeder
Patrick Stein
Becky Baugnet Stefely and Thomas Stefely
Michael and Lisa Van Alstine
Janine Wagner
A. Robert Wolfe and Susanne Wolfe
Joseph and Karen Zegers

Participating Member
Katherine Kaye Adrians and Thomas Adrians
John and Betsy Ahearne
Lori Corcoran Crispigna and Steven Crispigna
Gerg and Jane Eiting
Ann and Conrad Kieltyka
Paul and Michelle Kolloway

Class of 1984
Participation: 18 percent

President’s Club
Debra De Bruin
Timothy and Barbara Michels
Thomas Purcell and Jocelyn Hair Purcell
Karen Soloff
James and Amy Viola
Douglass and Maureen Winterrose

Main Hall Club
Robert Armstrong and Karen Hietpas Armstrong
Clare Guse
Gerald Lang and Maria Weber
Brian and Kathi Pritzl

Founder’s Club
Linda Andrews
Jane Duffy Baeten and Thomas Baeten
Jeffrey Bartolai
Rosellen Schwaller Brannigan and John Brannigan
Dale Braun and Melissa Brabazon Braun
Mary Ann Gavinski Clacko and Tony Clacko
Timothy and Laura Collins
Dan Costello II and Ann Close Costello
JoAnn Giovacchi Cotter and Michael Cotter
Mary Nix Degn and Randall Degn
Kathryn Rudy Happ and Scott Happ
Gerald Haske and Linda Bickers Haske
Richard Hearden Jr. and Andrea Hearden
Jodi Wagner Holman and Alan Holman
Mary Bougie Krautkramer
Grace Meyer
Karen Wilson Nasshan and Robert Naslan
Charles and Renee Peters
Corinne Hulsen Remoensko and Dan Remoensko
Thomas Stefely and Becky Baugnet Stefely
Jeffrey and Candace Vande Loo
Pete Vandenbergh III and Maria Vandenbergh
Carole Sladek Wiltse and Steven Wiltse

Participating Member
Kathleen and Richard Anderson
Paul Bauer and Ann Mettlich Bauer
Bart Baugnet and Betty Mrozek Baugnet
Elizabeth Helland Boyd and John Boyd
Kathleen Boyle and Christine Broski
Christie Linskens Christie and Jeff Christie
Kayne and Keith Coleman
Michael Dauplaise and Bonnie Grossi
Kathryn Helbaut Denlinger and Douglas Denlinger
Joseph and Beth Emmerich
Thomas and Patricia Famerree
Kate Hogan and Mark Rudolph

Class of 1985
Participation: 20 percent

President’s Club
Lisa Cooper Fry
Ann Stanton Hoemke and Mike Hoemke
Andrew and Christine Lampereur
Cathy Larsen Lombardi and Paul Lombardi
Paul Olejniczak
Kathleen Kistler Svabek and Lawrence Svabek
William and Carol Van Ess
Jennifer Vanden Burgt
Amy* and Thomas Vandenbergh
Mary Vartaic
Kathleen and Lee Weinman

* denotes posthumous
Main Hall Club
Karen Hietpas Armstrong and Robert Armstrong
Elizabeth Brien Behling and Philip Behling
Betsy Wernuth Cypcar and David Cypcar
Susan Prock Hodgman and Daniel Hodgman
Mike O’Brien and Colleen Hickey O’Brien
Mary Ellen Schill and William Tochnerman

Founder’s Club
Elizabeth Behring
Kathleen Genelli Burns and Gregory Burns
John Corbett
Ann Close Costello and Daniel Costello
Douglas and Jean Diny
Joan and William Donarski
Michael and Leanne Gallagher
Sally Villa Goreau and Thomas Goreau
Ann Harty
Linda Bekker Haske and Gerald Haske
Steven and Kelly* Heim
Annette Gatto Hennessy and John Hennessy
Paul Latzoff
Elizabeth and Jimmy Madagame
Joanne Franzen Madigan and John Madigan
Kevin McTernan and Elaina Sharapata McTernan
Daniel Perrone and Joan Drascic Perrone
Jeff Steagall and Susan Rine-Steagall
Julie Tebo and Paul Danes
Shannon and Andrew Thaeler
Steven Wilda and Carol Sladek Wilda
Kenneth and Carolyn Zacharias

Participating Member
Ann Mettlich Bauer and Paul Bauer
Betty Mrozek Baugnet and Bart Baugnet
Donna* and Paul* Chamberlain
William and Denise Costello
Matthew and Donna Dickhus
Julie Dilberti
Daniel Dudek and Judith Hoffman Dudek
Daniel and Lori Ann Fabry
Renee Hansen Flesch and Charles Flesch
Amy Fetherston Groh and Daniel Groh
John and Sherry Hackbart
John Hake and Julie Nolan Hake
Mary Whalen Hannan and Michael Hannan
Bro. Steven Herro O.Praem.*
Megan Druschba Johnson and Fred Johnson
Mary Jane and Paul Klister
Christopher and Gabriela Lambesis
Robert Le Mieux Jr. and Allison Le Mieux
Karen Rowan Lieser and James Lieser
Julie Janowicz Noskowiak and Kevin Noskowiak
Claire Flierl Panarusky and Mark Panarusky
Shelly Prince
Laurie Cullerstas Restifo and Frank Restifo
Kathy Potterton Rossman and Christopher Rossman
Laura Wilken Steinberg and Michael Steinberg
Gail Streithof Thomas and Robert Thomas Jr.

Class of 1986
Participation: 14 percent

President’s Club
William Boehme and Sharon Schiger Boehme
Paul Bruce and Laura Anzia Bruce
Thomas and Susan Van Riper

Main Hall Club
Colleen Hickey O’Brien and Mike O’Brien
Scott and Michelle Vandenhouten

Founder’s Club
Emilie Hinkens Boots and William Boots
Kay Salter Conley and Kevin Conley
Robin Bedward Devries and Kevin Devries
Theresa Galewska Dew* and Deryl Dew
Michael Diamond and Connie Kalupa David
Gary Dombos
Sandra Thomas Fischer and Rich Fischer
Karen Zachary Haley and James Haley
James and Nancy Martin
Daniel Matuszek
Eilena Sharapata McTernan and Kevin McTernan
Daniel and Barbara Peterson
Amy Proctor
Susan Rine-Steagall and Jeffery Steagall
Sandra Sherman Sausman and Richard Sausman
Paula Smirn
E. Regan Daniels Shepley and Aaron Shepley
Lisa Christensen Thierry and Ronald Thierry
Tara Brennan Torkelson and Erik Torkelson
Lawrence Weisbrod and Jill Marie Schuller Weisbrod

Participating Member
Rita Jonet Baretta and Steven Baretta
Karen Kluck Bell and Michael Bell
Debra Oudra Brodziski and Kevin Brodziski
Victoria Ritter Browne and Patrick Browne
Daniel Cerny and Anne Harrington Cerny
Kim Ceille Dandrea and Mark Dandrea
Michael and Sherry Daniels
Jacquelyn Kraft Engebos and Rick Engebos
Margaret Bruechert Fenc and Mark Fenc
Lisa Valenziano Garipu and Alex Garipu
Craig and Petrina Heyman and Janice Higgins
Julie Sharapata Houk and Sam Houk
Catherine LAviolette
Debra Sioliak Pasterski and Brian Pasterski
Vemon and Julie Peterson
Anne and Scott Rieckhoff
Ellen Ripp
Lisa Cantler Salter and David Salter
Laura Wyrembek Shutock and Mark Shutock
Megan Sokolowski and Bruce Thomson
Jeffrey and Lisa Whitrock

Class of 1987
Participation: 17 percent

President’s Club
Laura Anzia Bruce and Paul Bruce
Mary Ariens Delleniina and Emo Delleniina
Christine and Andrew Lampereur
George Perret and Jill Johnston Perret
Kurt and Stephanie Rotherham
Leonard and Carolyn Swabek

Main Hall Club
Daniel Hodgman and Susan Prock Hodgman
Brian and Molly Hughes
Katherine Loewen
Mary Clare Miske
James and Kelli Prast
Joseph and Gwendolyn Siekierski

Participating Member
Susan and Kenneth Baer
James and Jeanne Blachowicz
William Boots and Emilie Hinkens Boots
David and Elizabeth Burke
Tina Wagoner Christensen and David Christensen
Curtis Esser
Rich Fischer and Sandra Thomas Fischer
Karen Ferfecki Gall and Mark Gall
Timothy and Ann Heyal
Kathryn Sullivan Kohl and Patrick Kohl
Andrew Manion and Amy Schilumpf Manion
Julianne Donovan Massey* and Shawn Massey
Kelly Close Murphy and David Murphy
Beth Pier*
Chris Pier
Maureen Riopelle and Robin Balizewski
Christina Wypych Roberti and Anthony Roberti
Steven and Kathryn Van Lieshou
Marguerite Millot Waters and Richard Waters
Carolyn and Ken Zacharias

Participating Member
Rodney Bohm and Lisa Statz Bohm
Patrick Browne and Victoria Ritter Browne
Anne Harrington Cerny and Daniel Cerny
John and Jana* Detillaf
Lisa Duckart
Judith Hoffman Dudek and Daniel Dudek
Julie Allen Engebose and Dale Engebose
Katherine Spanbauer Fleming and Carl Fleming
Kathleen O’Brien Frank and Sergio Frank
Julie Nolan Hake and John Hake
James and Maureen Hatchell
Renata Hruska
Sharon Johns Janega and Ronald Janega
Thomas Larsen* and Sarah Gertz Larsen
Lisa Hensel Lemler and Dave Lemler
Ann Fetzler Pankratz and Michael Pankratz
Doreen Vance Potter and Thomas Potter
Susan Ross Reyen and John Reyen
John and Elizabeth Schumacher
Kimstn Le Mieux Silasuk and Gregg Silasuk
Dennis and Karen Stephani
Suzanne Swiderski
Richard Tengowski and Beth Hill Tengowski
Rebecca Van Treeck and Darren Kyrzicki
Jeffrey and Ann Vande Hey
James White

Class of 1988
Participation: 16 percent

President’s Club
Ronald Altenburg
Suzanne Wilde Antolec and Robert Antolec
John and Cynthia Briscoe
John and Sherry Huff
Janice and Thomas Krautkramer
Troy and Lori Roovers
Stephanie and Kurt Rotherham

Main Hall Club
Steven and Sarah Abts
Matthew Lang and Kerry Smits Lang
Gwendolyn and Joseph Siekierski
Shaun and Margaret Sullivan

Founder’s Club
Royce and Kathryn Bedward
Richard and Carol Carani
Connie Kalupa Diamond and Michael Diamond
Jane Porter Flanagan and Jim Flanagan

* December 2008
Abbot Pennington braves his last winter outdoors before being moved to the lobby of the new Mulva Library.

December 2008
Children of alums enjoy Breakfast with Santa.
The college receives two major donations for the new athletic complex.
James Hall
Patricia Eckenrod Harris and Christopher Harris
Steven and Sallie Jerovetz
Dina O’Hara Kosiwa and Jeffrey Kosiwa
Michele Thielman Lauffer and William Lauffer
Chad and Christine Lemerande
Amy Schaefer Marshall and Nathaniel Marshall
Daniel and Marina Nelson
David Olson and Kathleen Burke Olson
Carri Metzler Priggers and Douglas Priggers
Maria Quinlan and Shaun Brightton
Lynda Kempf Rank* and Glenn Rank
Julie Collien
Rebecca Dinan Schneider and John Schneider III
John and Teresa Shemtis
Rebecca Dinan Schneider
M ary Quinlan and David Olson and Daniel Nelson
John and Teresa Shemitis
Rebecca Dinan Schneider
M ary Quinlan and David Olson and Daniel Nelson
Laura Donzelli Henze and Eugene Heidkamp
M ary La Mere Burich and Scott Nikolai
Christopher Ariens
Erin Anger and John Tomshack
M ary La Mere Burich and Scott Nikolai
Christopher Ariens
Patrick and Symara Brown
Mary La Mere Burich and Jeffrey Burich
Tracy and Todd Chenery
Eugene Heidkamp
David and Alice Henning
Laura Donzelli Henze and David Hennez
Joseph and Danika Kiedinger
Michael Klevnow and Traci Krenzer Klevenow
Sandra Lis Kroll and Nicholas Kroll
Kathy Licht
Jacki Brieske Litz and James Litz
Gerald Lowrie
Shannon MacNab
Tiffany Stuth O’Day and Daniel O’Day
Shannon Stoll Rabas and Bart Rabas
Mark Waife
Participating Member
Thomas and Denise Abts
Kenneth and Kristine Best
Cindy Gertz Braecker and Tim Braecker
Kevin and Christine Cherney
Douglas and Roxanne Chronert
Ann and Christopher Davis
Tom Dorgan and Sue Simonet Dorgan
Sarah Flanagan Duke and Matthew Duke
Deborah Jansch Gauthier and Mark Gauthier
Pamela and Arthur Gerstner Anthony Giovannini
Aaron and Ann Hiltz
Ann Colcord Howell and Michael Howell
Amy Morrison Kelly and John Kelly
Jill Ketchenhof Kenh and Brian Kenh
Kevin and Jennifer Kleistenski
Brian and Jennifer Klimas
Peter and Cheryl Kline
Jason and Catherine Lau
Bonnie Moore
Jeffrey Nachtwey
Kathleen Burke Olson and David Olson
Michael and Katherine Ratacyjczak
Justin and Dawn Ritter
Michael Ruffing
Jennifer Steffen
Thomas and Susan Tengowski
Mark Van Zeeland and Erin Michele Van Zeeland
Stacey Bonin Wallander and Steven Wallander
Pamela Rizzi Winkels and Stephen Winkels
Eric and Kelly Wittczak
Gregory and Melissa Withbroe
Dennis Zurfluh and Jodee Beck Zurfluh
Participating Member
John and Amy Bastuga
Maureen Peteroccelli Bober and Glen Bober
Marina Menicucci Bottiglieri and Jason Bottiglieri
Tamy Smith Calhoun and Stephen Calhoun
Roxanne and Doug Chronert
Jennifer Cox
Kelly Collins Dupont and Douglas Dupont
Mark and Yvonne Ebinal
Marnie Hade
Jennifer Geiser Heck and Mark Heck
Ann and Aaron Hiltz
Eric Jacobson
Mike and Julie Ann Jarentowski
Gina Gore Jensen and Michael Jensen
Craig Johnson
Kathleen Durkin Kelly and Daniel Kelly
Scott and Melanie Lambie
Diane Bretha Martin and William Martin
Sr. Lauretta Maynard
Darcy Messner McBeth and Samuel McBeth
Christine LeRoy Morozov and Dmitry Morozov
Andrea Brunner Nelson and Robert Nelson
M arina Sene Nelson and Daniel Nelson
Colin and Laura Noone
Gerald and Jane Noskowiak
Katherine and Michael Ratacyjczak
Kenneth Roeder Jr. and Ken Roeder
Gregory Scapillato
Meleodie Steeber
Colleen Kane Tal and Rich Tadych
Lisa Berg Treichel and Craig Treichel
Jennifer Kyles Van Deuren
Beth and Mark Von Rueden
Nicole Youngstrom
Jodee Beck Zurfluh and Dennis Zurfluh
Class of 1992
Participation: 13 percent
President’s Club
Clay and Lori Naccarato
Main Hall Club
Dale Brown and Michelle Krueger Brown
Scott Nikolai
Founder’s Club
Erin Anger and John Tomshack
Christopher Ariens
Patrick and Symara Brown
Mary La Mere Burich and Jeffrey Burich
Tracy and Todd Chenery
Eugene Heidkamp
David and Alice Henning
Laura Donzelli Henze and David Hennez
Joseph and Danika Kiedinger
Michael Klevnow and Traci Krenzer Klevenow
Sandra Lis Kroll and Nicholas Kroll
Kathy Licht
Jacki Brieske Litz and James Litz
Gerald Lowrie
Shannon MacNab
Tiffany Stuth O’Day and Daniel O’Day
Shannon Stoll Rabas and Bart Rabas
Mark Waife
Participating Member
Thomas and Denise Abts
Kenneth and Kristine Best
Cindy Gertz Braecker and Tim Braecker
Kevin and Christine Cherney
Douglas and Roxanne Chronert
Ann and Christopher Davis
Tom Dorgan and Sue Simonet Dorgan
Sarah Flanagan Duke and Matthew Duke
Deborah Jansch Gauthier and Mark Gauthier
Pamela and Arthur Gerstner Anthony Giovannini
Aaron and Ann Hiltz
Ann Colcord Howell and Michael Howell
Amy Morrison Kelly and John Kelly
Jill Ketchenhof Kenh and Brian Kenh
Kevin and Jennifer Kleistenski
Brian and Jennifer Klimas
Peter and Cheryl Kline
Jason and Catherine Lau
Bonnie Moore
Jeffrey Nachtwey
Kathleen Burke Olson and David Olson
Michael and Katherine Ratacyjczak
Justin and Dawn Ritter
Michael Ruffing
Jennifer Steffen
Thomas and Susan Tengowski
Mark Van Zeeland and Erin Michele Van Zeeland
Stacey Bonin Wallander and Steven Wallander
Pamela Rizzi Winkels and Stephen Winkels
Eric and Kelly Wittczak
Gregory and Melissa Withbroe
Dennis Zurfluh and Jodee Beck Zurfluh
Participating Member
John and Amy Bastuga
Maureen Peteroccelli Bober and Glen Bober
Marina Menicucci Bottiglieri and Jason Bottiglieri
Tamy Smith Calhoun and Stephen Calhoun
Roxanne and Doug Chronert
Jennifer Cox
Kelly Collins Dupont and Douglas Dupont
Mark and Yvonne Ebinal
Marnie Hade
Jennifer Geiser Heck and Mark Heck
Ann and Aaron Hiltz
Eric Jacobson
Mike and Julie Ann Jarentowski
Gina Gore Jensen and Michael Jensen
Craig Johnson
Kathleen Durkin Kelly and Daniel Kelly
Scott and Melanie Lambie
Diane Bretha Martin and William Martin
Sr. Lauretta Maynard
Darcy Messner McBeth and Samuel McBeth
Christine LeRoy Morozov and Dmitry Morozov
Andrea Brunner Nelson and Robert Nelson
M arina Sene Nelson and Daniel Nelson
Colin and Laura Noone
Gerald and Jane Noskowiak
Katherine and Michael Ratacyjczak
Kenneth Roeder Jr. and Ken Roeder
Gregory Scapillato
Meleodie Steeber
Colleen Kane Tal and Rich Tadych
Lisa Berg Treichel and Craig Treichel
Jennifer Kyles Van Deuren
Beth and Mark Von Rueden
Nicole Youngstrom
Jodee Beck Zurfluh and Dennis Zurfluh
Class of 1994
Participation: 14 percent
President’s Club
Brian and Lynn Bunkelman
Michael McEvoy and Nicole Gentine McEvoy
Rebecca Simons Roever and Andrew Roever
Founder’s Club
David Adams
Bethany Zertas Ames and Christopher Ames
Brian Baker and Jennifer Hierl Baker
Thomas Benkowski
Annette Entringer Cleary and Dan Cleary
Gerard and Linda Deprez
Kathryn Meyer Gettelman and John Gettelman
Nancy Karls and Christopher Dale
Patrick and Jodi Keller
Amy Kiiskila
Matthew Knoepke
Blake Lemke and Paul Scott
Denise Myran Martin and Thomas Martin
Joan Glueckert Maternoski
and Scott Maternoski
Kimberly Steinke Monday and David Monday
Cheryl Schultz
Lisa Utik Simplot
Richard and Nicholle Wagner
David Ward and Judith Lubetak Ward
Catherine Wachholz Wegener and Timothy Wegener
Sars McGee Woelfel and Daryl Woelfel
Participating Member
Denise Delorto Brogan and John Brogan
Lisa Burkart Chengary and Daniel Chengary
Brian Day
Jodi Erickson Donovan and Michael Donovan
Suzanne Hemauer Endres and Craig Endres
Todd and Jennifer Goodwin
Michael and Jennifer Haderer
Hans Hansen and Anjana Jain Hansen
Catherine Hartman
Todd and Deanna Heid
Julie-Kin Rellina Jarentowski and Michael Jarentowski
Dennis and Michelle Keffer
Julie Berg Klebb and John Klebb
Jesse and Christine Lamberg
Daniel and Samantha Lavolette
Ellen Young Leigh and Jason Leigh
Stacey Seefeldt Names and Steven Names
Jane and Gerald Noskowiak
Stephen Pable and Ame Ling Pable
Jennifer and Mark Rentmeester
Amber Rich
Tia Dutter Schumacher and Darin Schumacher
Class of 1995
Participation: 13 percent
President’s Club
Beth Ryan Lunow and Matthew Lunow
Nicole Gentine McEvoy and Michael McEvoy
Andrew Roever and Rebecca Simons Roever
Michelle Slaggie Schlehuber and Thomas Schlehuber
Karen Loritz Werowinski and Craig Treichel and David Monday and Kimberly and Joseph Novotny
Claire Rebarchik Brefka and Jody Haig Calarco and Frank Calarco
William Carstens
Melissa and Doward* Collum
Sarah Ecknernd Cosgrove and Edward Cosgrove
Lilja Davdova* Michael Dine
Michael Donovan and Jodi Erickson Donovan
Doreen Mitchell Drescher and Clint Drescher
Ahn Hansen Dugan and Kevin Dugan
Ann Roberts Grosny and Kevin Grosny
Michael Gruetzmacher J. and Christine Gruetzmacher
Steven and Carrie Hyde
Melissa Karls
Erika Blaski Keller and Shane Keller
Rebecca Holton Kleefisch
Amy Verwil Kline and Jeffrey Kline
Sarah Gogginn Krzykowski and Jeffrey Krzykowski
Samantha and Daniel LaViolette Heather Locke Marlow
Scott* and Jennifer McMahon
Jennifer Bierl Melching and Michael Melching
Kristin Weber Nick and L. Matthew Nick
Steven Nimmer and Christie Bosetski Nimmer
Melissa O'Brien
Aeme Lingg Pable and Stephen Pable
Brian Pauwels
Scott and Kelly Perry
Allison Hurley Rusch and Patrick Rusch
Anne Sundberg Siess and Ryan Siess
Heather Kraemer Sitter and Michael Sitter
Michael Smith
Amy Ouradnik Van De Hey and Richard Van De Hey
Shannon and Nicole* Van Laanen
Jennifer Pieschek Van Remortel
Kathleen Klos
Tony Lagowski and Michelle Buss Lagowski
Jodi Koslow Martin and Michael Martin
Jennifer and Scott* McMahon
Silverio Mira* and Heidi Nerat Mira
Tammy Zimmer O'Connor and Timothy O'Connor
Rebecca Rayala-Ansay and Scott Ansay
Renea Schiemann
Carrie Schneider
Jennifer Kushava Shallow and Richard Shallow
Jennifer Tuma Theriault and Glenn Theriault
Nicole* and Shannon Van Laanen
Main Hall Club
Sarah Nohr Began and Brian Began
William Martin
Founder’s Club
Christopher Ayers
Brendon and Megan Duffy
David Frieder
Kimberly Guay and Henry Liu
Kelly Langenecker
Michael Pielh Gretchen Podraza
Joanna Rouse
Maggie Hybicki Scheel and Eric Scheel
Jason Schreiber* James Strick*
Matt Sullivan and Bridget Murray Sullivan
Participating Member
Michael and Pamela Berg
Andrew* and Katherine Bradford
Lois Glatczak Bray and Evan Bray
Jodi Berkahn Ciesielczyk and Matthew Ciesielczyk
Brent Cyr
Travis Gandt and Jamie Brennan Gandt
Julie Gregiel
Cabrini Jablon* Shawnal Pelasky Jones and Dale Jones
Matthew and Kristine Kaye
Daniel Kieman and Rose Turba
Jenier Van Assche Kind and Brian Kind
Patrick and Melissa Klipstine
Kathleen Klos
Tony Langowski and Michelle Buss Lagowski
Jodi Koslow Martin and Michael Martin
Jennifer and Scott* McMahon
Silverio Mira* and Heidi Nerat Mira
Tammy Zimmer O'Connor and Timothy O'Connor
Rebecca Rayala-Ansay and Scott Ansay
Renea Schiemann
Carrie Schneider
Jennifer Kushava Shallow and Richard Shallow
Jennifer Tuma Theriault and Glenn Theriault
Nicole* and Shannon Van Laanen
Class of 1998
Participation: 11 percent
President’s Club
Sean Twohig and Keri McElhaney Twohig
Main Hall Club
Kelly Coleman Pavich and John Pavich
Founder’s Club
Sara Bork
Angela Franco Bostedo and John Bostedo
Suzanne Fitzgerald Brathauar and James Brathauar
Robyn Barry Bunchers and Darin Bunchers
Jeremy and Coleen Feucht
Stacy Carlson Handeland and Jeffrey Handeland
Ken Holtschlag
Megan Jones
Amanda Mickelson
Janet Welcicky Pak and Joseph Pak
John and Jill Renier
Michael Sullivan
Jennifer Gerou Thauberger and Devin Thauberger
Brenda and Robert VanHimbergen
Participating Member
Christopher Adsit and Vicki Zingsheim
Sean Beach
Stacy Ecks Boys and Cory Boys*
Craig Boyle and Rebecca Mylenre Boyle
Jill Schwartz Braun and Deron Braun
Lonny and Melissa Charles
Stephen Gaertner
Paul Huber
Dustin Hutter
Kendel and Karen Kelly
John Knetger
Cameron Knox
Lisa Day McBride and Mel McBride
Christopher Mertens
Colleen Steiger Michaud and Chadwick Michaud
Steven O’Connell
James and Linda* O’Keefe
Jennifer Rebarchik
Andrew Riemer
Jessica* and Wade Schmechel
Tera* and Craig* Stincel
Kevin and Sarah Tschudy
Colin Ward and Shannon
Baum Ward
Stephanie Winquist

February 2009
The KO-THI Dance Company entertains at the annual Soul Food Dinner, a popular Black History Month event.
Class of 1999
Participation: 8 percent

President’s Club
Nabali Bawa

Main Hall Club
Kathryn McNally Burns and Scott Burns
Julie Damon

Founder’s Club
Brian Barkowski
Michael Brennan
Brian Dougall
Amy Aurit Dwyer and Thomas Dwyer
Sonja Bihlode Henry and David Henry
Elizabeth Shields Keating and John Keating
Jaime Henseler Leick and Richard Leick Jr.
Robert May
Trevor Peterson
William Stack
Laura Lemke Waurio and Brad Waurio
Jesse Wotruha

Participating Member
Kristin Beebe
Kelly Koenig Benzschawel and Jason Benzschawel
Katherine and Andrew Bradford
Cher Ostrowski Davis and Rick Davis
Ann and Bill Degenhard
Jamie Brennan Glandt and Travis Glandt
Michael Hamm
Ryan Kane
Cheryl Dercks Mader and Douglas Mader
Carrie Zeman Miller* and Paul Miller
Heidi Nerat Mirao and Silverio Mirao
Elizabeth Moersch
Linda* and James Richard O’Keefe
Dana Parlier Pease and Eric Pease
Erie Rehan
Melanie Streich
Steven and Sarah Sturm
Anthony Wied and Angela Welle Wied

Class of 2000
Participation: 9 percent

Main Hall Club
Steven and Anna Grunwald

Founder’s Club
Courtney Roska Athorp and Trever Athorp
Brian Boyd
Leah Sturzl Brix and Aaron Brix
Tommy* Gehl and Lindsey Clarrion
Travis Dodge
Thomas Dwyer and Amy Aurit Dwyer
Casey and Laurie Ebert
James and Tina Kane
Casey Kelly and
Ellen O’Meara Kelly
Anthony and Laura Kraft
Heather Krull
Erica Spantikow Liddle and Jeffrey Liddle
Stephanie Maasfort
Shelly Gentine Trepo and Travis Trepianer

Participating Member
Nichole Voights Bellin
James Bott
Rebecca Mylener Boyle and Craig Boyle
Bethany Larson Coundard and Kip Coundard
Joshua Gehl
Melissa Knott Hearn and Donny Hearn
Kristin Miller Karnitz and Nicholas Karnitz
Tara and Jonathan Kuhl
Erlin Nika
Jason and Amy Pirokowsi
Catherine Sanders Preissner and Matthew Preissner
Wendy Yurish Schultz and Scott Schultz
Tricia Miller Spencer and Mike Spencer
Elizabeth Stelow Sterning and Mark Sterning
Lindsey Wagner
Rebecca Welch
David Winkler and Erica Gislon Winkler

Class of 2001
Participation: 6 percent

President’s Club
Heather Olm Dunn and Brian Dunn

Main Hall Club
Shane Dickson* and Jill Schram-Dickson

Founder’s Club
Michelle Budzban
Chad and Kim Buntin
Tina and James Kane
Edward Obermueller
Peter and Stacy Pfarr
Steven and Stephanie Remelius

Participating Member
Chad and Laura Ashenberg
Natalie Buhl
Lana Krummen-Fuentes and Jose Fuentes
Robin-Nicole Schuster Gaertig and Neil Gaertig
Edward Gavin and Sarah Manscosky Gavin
Jason Housh and Stephanie Zais Houls
Suzanne Cumicke Jarsky and Ryan Jarsky
Rebecca Kocos
Amii and Tim Kreft
Andrew and Kari Lang
Sarah Lange
K. Heidi Meves Lueck
Michael and Lisa Lyn
Arlene Helderman
Montevecchio and
Cesar Montevecchio
Wade and Jessica* Schmechel
Mark Sternig and Elizabeth Stelow Sterning

Class of 2002
Participation: 8 percent

President’s Club
Megan Rosichan Demeter and John Demeter

Founder’s Club
Kristine Behnke
Todd Butkovich
Noel Sheehan
Amber Vlasnik and
Patrick Hollis
Ryan* and Melanie Wempe
Amanda Metzler Werner and Jacob Werner
Laura Weiland Yaklin and
Owen Yaklin

Participating Member
Andrew Duffrin*
George Ermer
Michelle Price Gauthier and Luke Gauthier
David Hale
Patrick and Holly Haskin
Amanda Hiltz
Jerinlah Janssen and Sara Gross Janssen
Kelley Kepler

Anthony Kotlarek
Bridget McCarte
Amy McMahon
Molly Peterson
Katherine Poblocki
Mark Schmitz
Tyler and Amber Schwartz
Jodi Wagner
Tammy Evers Weyenberg and
Nathan Weyenberg
Ann Wiesekel
Nicole Young
Eric and Jennifer Younk

Class of 2003
Participation: 8 percent

President’s Club
Barton Mapes
Colin Wiesner

Main Hall Club
Paul Albers
Robert Ebert
Daniel Sundberg

Founder’s Club
Krisy Tracy Busam and Robert Busam
Luke Hansen
Ellen O’Meara Kelly and Casey Kelly
Mistie Leterski Moliner and Matthew Moliner

Participating Member
Adam Able
Justin and Julia Behm
Sarah Derivan
Jessica Wirth Flint
Sarah Manscosky Gavin and Edward Gavin
Kari Youngbauer Haas and Luke Haas
Stephanie Zais Houls and Jason Houls
Lisa Immel
Sarah Duffrin Jackson and Jeremy Jackson
Edward and Angela Kowalewski
Angela Beyer LaCombe and Kevin LaCombe
Kelly Ladwig
Eris Bergman Lucas and Jeffrey Lucas
Michael Lueder
Brett Meach and
Casee Corcoran Meach
April Pesek
Kyle and Molly Peterson
Ryan Reigle

Class of 2004
Participation: 5 percent

Founder’s Club
Nora Shanti

Participating Member
Kristine Barnes Andrews and Peter Andrews
Cassie Colon
Benjamin Creamer
Courtney Darnin
Jason Fons
Kelsey Ebben Gross
Ann Hillman
Sara Johnson
Matthew Kielkbus
Nicole Larson
Stephanie Mullen
Elizabeth Knox Oates
Amanda Gabriel Owens and Matthew Owens
Steven Peterson
Ryan Russell
Rebecca Schmeissier
Abby Theisen
Adrienne Walliser
James Ziebka Jr.
Kimberly Barzel Zvara
and Nicholas Zvara

Class of 2005
Participation: 6 percent

Founder’s Club
Kathryn and Justin Heinen
Emily and Edward Ronsman
Alan Swanke
Pamela Wiesecel

Participating Member
Molly Bacon
Nicole Bienlein
Eric DeJardine
Samuel E.C. Dunlop* Rebecca Ferrell
Christopher Griffin
Sara Gross Janssen and
Jerinlah Janssen
Jonathan Kinsel
Michelle and
Kenneth Loewenhagen
Eric Markovic
Ryan Napalal Nicholas and Lauren Olsen
Sean Rierdon
Allison Rozek
Kelly Ryan
Sarah Ann Vande Hey
Stefanie Westerman
Erika Gislon Winkler and
David Winkler
Friends
* Indicates past and present faculty or staff donor
† Indicates deceased donor

President’s Club
Friends of St. Norbert College
Dr. and Mrs. Ernesto Acosta
Debra Alder and Jeffrey Scherer
Robert Ambrosius
Michael and Mary Ariens
John Arndorfer
Richard Atwell
Enrico and Patrizia Auricchio
Frederick Biese
and Debra Alder and Jeffrey Scherer
Robert Arndorfer
Errico and Patrizia Auricchio
Robert Atwell
Frederick Biese
and Debra Alder and Jeffrey Scherer
Robert Arndorfer
Errico and Patrizia Auricchio
Robert Atwell
Frederick Biese
and Debra Alder and Jeffrey Scherer
Robert Arndorfer
Errico and Patrizia Auricchio
Robert Atwell
Frederick Biese
and Debra Alder and Jeffrey Scherer
Robert Arndorfer
Errico and Patrizia Auricchio
Robert Atwell
Frederick Biese
and Debra Alder and Jeffrey Scherer
Robert Arndorfer
Errico and Patrizia Auricchio
Robert Atwell
Frederick Biese
and Debra Alder and Jeffrey Scherer
Robert Arndorfer
Errico and Patrizia Auricchio
Robert Atwell
Frederick Biese
and Debra Alder and Jeffrey Scherer
Robert Arndorfer
Errico and Patrizia Auricchio
Robert Atwell
Frederick Biese
and Debra Alder and Jeffrey Scherer
Robert Arndorfer
Errico and Patrizia Auricchio
Robert Atwell
Frederick Biese
and Debra Alder and Jeffrey Scherer
Robert Arndorfer
Errico and Patrizia Auricchio
Robert Atwell
Frederick Biese
and Debra Alder and Jeffrey Scherer
Robert Arndorfer
Errico and Patrizia Auricchio
Robert Atwell
Frederick Biese
and Debra Alder and Jeffrey Scherer
Robert Arndorfer
Errico and Patrizia Auricchio
Robert Atwell
Frederick Biese
and Debra Alder and Jeffrey Scherer
Robert Arndorfer
Errico and Patrizia Auricchio
Robert Atwell
Frederick Biese
and Debra Alder and Jeffrey Scherer
Robert Arndorfer
Errico and Patrizia Auricchio
Robert Atwell
Frederick Biese
and Debra Alder and Jeffrey Scherer
Robert Arndorfer
Errico and Patrizia Auricchio
Robert Atwell
Frederick Biese
and Debra Alder and Jeffrey Scherer
Robert Arndorfer
Errico and Patrizia Auricchio
Robert Atwell
Frederick Biese
and Debra Alder and Jeffrey Scherer
Robert Arndorfer
Errico and Patrizia Auricchio
Robert Atwell
Frederick Biese
and Debra Alder and Jeffrey Scherer
Robert Arndorfer
Errico and Patrizia Auricchio
Robert Atwell
Frederick Biese
and Debra Alder and Jeffrey Scherer
Robert Arndorfer
Errico and Patrizia Auricchio
Robert Atwell
Frederick Biese
and Debra Alder and Jeffrey Scherer
Robert Arndorfer
Errico and Patrizia Auricchio
Robert Atwell
Frederick Biese
and Debra Alder and Jeffrey Scherer
Robert Arndorfer
Errico and Patrizia Auricchio
Robert Atwell
Frederick Biese
and Debra Alder and Jeffrey Scherer
Robert Arndorfer
Errico and Patrizia Auricchio
Robert Atwell
Frederick Biese
and Debra Alder and Jeffrey Scherer
Robert Arndorfer
Errico and Patrizia Auricchio
Robert Atwell
Frederick Biese
and Debra Alder and Jeffrey Scherer
Robert Arndorfer
Errico and Patrizia Auricchio
Robert Atwell
Frederick Biese
and Debra Alder and Jeffrey Scherer
Robert Arndorfer
Errico and Patrizia Auricchio
Robert Atwell
Frederick Biese
and Debra Alder and Jeffrey Scherer
Robert Arndorfer
Errico and Patrizia Auricchio
Robert Atwell
Frederick Biese
and Debra Alder and Jeffrey Scherer
Robert Arndorfer
Errico and Patrizia Auricchio
Robert Atwell
Frederick Biese
and Debra Alder and Jeffrey Scherer
Robert Arndorfer
Errico and Patrizia Auricchio
Robert Atwell
Frederick Biese
and Debra Alder and Jeffrey Scherer
Robert Arndorfer
Errico and Patrizia Auricchio
Robert Atwell
Frederick Biese
and Debra Alder and Jeffrey Scherer
Robert Arndorfer
Errico and Patrizia Auricchio
Robert Atwell
Frederick Biese
and Debra Alder and Jeffrey Scherer
Robert Arndorfer
Errico and Patrizia Auricchio
Robert Atwell
Frederick Biese
and Debra Alder and Jeffrey Scherer
Robert Arndorfer
Errico and Patrizia Auricchio
Robert Atwell
Frederick Biese
and Debra Alder and Jeffrey Scherer
Robert Arndorfer
Errico and Patrizia Auricchio
Robert Atwell
Frederick Biese
and Debra Alder and Jeffrey Scherer
Robert Arndorfer
Errico and Patrizia Auricchio
Robert Atwell
Frederick Biese
and Debra Alder and Jeffrey Scherer
Robert Arndorfer
Errico and Patrizia Auricchio
Robert Atwell
Frederick Biese
and Debra Alder and Jeffrey Scherer
Robert Arndorfer
Erric...
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Willems  
Dr. and Mrs. James Winston  
Mr. and Mrs. James Wochinski  
James Youn  
Mary Zaborski  
William Ziemendorf

**Main Hall Club**  
Friends of St. Norbert College  
Mr. and Mrs. Marc Anderson  
Deborah and James Bauer  
Mr. and Mrs. James Borling  
Mark Bougie  
Peter Cardinal  
Mr. and Mrs. William Carlson  
Sara Steinhardt Chapman  
Dr. and Mrs. Ronald Charlap  
Kevin Coenen  
Annette Egan  
Marlene Esser

Catherine Everson  
Catherine and Dan Fleischmann  
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Foletti  
Dede Geurts-Bengtson  
Dr. and Mrs. James Grace  
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Haddad  
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Hamilton  
Dr. Norbert Hill Jr. and  
Mary Anne Hill  
Nancy Hyrczyk  
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Jursnick  
Martin Kolinski  
Mr. and Mrs. Craig Koppmann  
Irene Daniell Kress  
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Krueger  
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Laird  
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Long Jr.  
Frank Lucas  
Mr. and Mrs. William Luksemburg  
Jeremy Miner  
The Rev. Conan Mulroyeen, O.Praem.  
Patrick Olejniczak  
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas O'Regan  
Philip* and Lorrie Oswald  
Candace and Ricky Petersen  
Sylvia Pratt  
Ursula Rathie  
Mrs. Thomas Reddin  
Mr. and Mrs. Jeffery Reddin  
Mr. and Mrs. Antonio Scodellaro  
Mr. and Mrs. Norbert Sioiska  
Mr. and Mrs. Ronan Smyth  
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Snyder  
Mr. and Mrs. William Stromman  
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Texeira  
Mr. and Mrs. Taige Thornton  
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Trampas  
Barbara Vitchus  
Emily* and Lyle Wey  
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Wickman  
Jeffrey* and Kristen Zahn  
Gary Ziegelbauer

**Founder's Club**  
Friends of St. Norbert College  
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Allen  
Kim and James Anderson  
Mr. and Mrs. John Anderson  
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Andreisen  
David and Barbara* Angst  
Mr. and Dr. Thomas Anstett  
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Asp  
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Austin  
Mr. and Ms. Michael Aveni  
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Badc容貌  
Mary Sue Banks  
Mr. and Ms. Emery Barany  
Ernest Barany  
Connie Jo Barbian  
Cathy Biase Barnes and  
John Barnes*  
Maureen Barrett  
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Bartholomew  
Mr. and Ms. Lee Baten  
Mr. and Ms. Scott Stone  
Charles Lee Beach*  
Linda Beane-Katner*  
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Beisel  
Colleen Berge  
Dr. and Mrs. Joseph Berge  
Aram Berk  
Anthony* and  
Bernadette* Berken  
Benjamin Berlowski  
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Bersh Sr.  
Irvin Biesinger  
Andrew Bigane  
Rick Binzak  
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Bishop  
Clarence Blishnik  
Mary Ann Blahnik  
Donald Blink  
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Block  
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Bodwin  
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Boettner  
Frances Bollenbeck  
Kathleen Lay Borges  
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Bork  
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Boll  
Dr. and Mrs. James Bouressa  
Jeffrey and Julie Brandt  
Susanne Brautt  
Mr. and Ms. Andrew Brehm  
Philip and Judith* Brehm  
Patricia Brennan  
Mary Bressers*  
Eloise Breunig  
Justin Breunig  
Mr. and Ms. Marvin Breunig  
Mr. and Ms. Preston Breunig  
Mr. and Ms. Richard Breunig  
Mr. and Ms. Jerome Briegel  
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Brix  
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Broucek  
David Brown  
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Brown  
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Brunet  
Marian Bryczky  
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Burant  
Mary Waldkirch Burgess  
Mary Burke  
Robert Burke  
Mr. and Mrs. G. Craig Burnham  
Carlos* and Kieran Byrne  
James Cahill  
Mr. and Mrs. William Carlin  
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Carlson  
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Carlson  
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Carmichael  
Barbara Carollo  
Patricia Caruso  
Mr. and Ms. J. Patrick Casey  
Mr. and Mrs. William Casey  
John Cashman  
Young Cho  
Anindo Choudhury*  
Mr. and Mrs. James Christiansen  
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Christofferson  
Loraine Clancy  
Mr. and Ms. Daniel Clark  
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Clark  
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Clausen  
Mr. and Ms. John Coenen  
Mr. and Ms. Kurt Coenen  
Sarah Cole  
Richard Collette  
Mr. and Mrs. John Cosgrove  
Dave Courtney  
Mr. and Mrs. Steven Cremer  
James Cuene  
Mr. and Ms. Craig Czumanko  
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Czachor  
Dr. and Mrs. Tamarack Czarwik  
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Damon  
Kathleen Danen  
Pamela Forgiani Daniels  
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Darling  
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Daukaus  
Mr. and Mrs. Robert David  
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Davis  
Mr. and Mrs. William De Bruler  
Mr. and Mrs. Michael De Villers  
Amy Dowed  
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Deeney  
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Deibele  
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas DeMarais  
Mr. and Mrs. James Dempster  
Robert Denor  
Rebecca Derenne  
Mr. and Ms. John Di Maria  
Dr. and Mrs. Joseph  
Di Raimondo  
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Dietz  
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Dietz  
Allan and Nancy Dighera  
Mr. and Ms. Thomas Dixey  
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Dominguez  
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Doroff  
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Dorsch  
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Dougherty  
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Dowden  
Dr. and Mrs. John Doyle  
Mr. and Mrs. James Draves  
Dr. and Mrs. Patrick Droste  
Patrick Drury  
Mr. and Mrs. Dan du Bois Sr.  
Dr. and Mrs. James du Bois  
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Dudek  
James Dudek  
John Dudek  
Mary Dudley  
David DuFeyck  
Joseph Dunham*  
William Duranteau  
Dr. and Mrs. Robert Durrett  
Mr. and Mrs. James Dzioba  
Mr. and Mrs. John Ebbon  
Mr. and Mrs. Jules Eberhardt  
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Ebert  
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Eccles  
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Elliott  
Mr. and Mrs. Dean Eslisen  
Carl Farah  
Mr. and Ms. Mike Farley  
John and Randi Fay  
Linda Feldmann*  
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Felicelli  
Susan Finco and  
Edward Kralovec  
Gregory Fisher  
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Fitzpatrick  
Robert Flannery Sr.  
Bernard Flatley  
Edward Flynn  
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Foeller  
Lisa Fohey  
Mr. and Ms. David Forsten  
Mr. and Mrs. James Freeman  
Mr. and Mrs. George French Jr.  
Julie* and Mark Friedman  
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Friese  
Michael* and Kathleen Frohna  
Mr. and Mrs. Terrance Fulweiler  
Mr. and Mrs. David Gagala  
Mr. and Mrs. James Gagnon  
Mr. and Mrs. David Gale  
Mr. and Ms. John Gannon  
Mr. and Mrs. William Gauthier  
Mr. and Ms. Wayne Gearig  
E. L. Gerschke  
James Gilles  
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Gilles  
Corday Goddard*  
Dr. and Mrs. Robert Goetz  
George Goeth  
James Goodwin  
Dr. and Mrs. Joseph Grace  
Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey Gracyalky  
Mr. and Mrs. William Graham  
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Granneman  
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Grant  
Ann Preiss Gray  
Dr. and Mrs. John Gray  
Mary Greenlaw*  
Margaret Gregoire  
Richard Gregorin  
Gregory Grobe  
Mr. and Mrs. John Grogan  
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Grzesk Sr.  
Mr. and Mrs. James Quinn  
Joanna Green  
Mr. and Mrs. Eric Haas  
Mary Haas  
Mr. and Mrs. Jon Hilenfeldt  
Donna Hall  
Gale Hanson  
Thomas Hannon  
Mr. and Mrs. James Hanrahan  
Cynthia Harris  
Ileen Hart  
Dr. and Mrs. Loren Hart  
Mr. and Mrs. David Hartman  
Patricia Harvey  
Stephen Hathway*  
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Hauge  
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Hayes  
Melinda Heaney  
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Heerden Sr.  
Michael* and Sally Heideman  
Robert Heinrich  
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Helder  
Jayne Helmsig  
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Henning  
Sergio Heredia  
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hermus  
Norine and Donald Heuser  
Mr. and Mrs. Timothy Hickey  
Francis Hochrein  
Suzanne Nelson Hoelt  
Charlotte Hoffman  
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Hoffman  
Mr. and Mrs. Gilmore Hoffman  
Boyd Hofmann  
Joan Hogan  
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Holz  
Mr. and Mrs. William Hoppes  
Dr. and Mrs. Richard Horak  
Robert Hsiung  
Catherine Huberty  
Frank Huschitt  
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Husselein  
Brad Huyser  
Mr. and Mrs. Steven Imp  
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Jacob  
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Jeaek  
Pamela Janek  
Michael Jansen  
Mr. and Mrs. James Jarvis
April 2009

Dean Michael Marsden discusses the new Master of Arts in Liberal Studies program with a prospective graduate student.
Mr. and Ms. Francis DeSimone
Helen Desotell
Jean Dessart
Daniel Dettmann
David Devroy
Jovan Dewitt
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Dhuey
Mr. and Mrs. Jerold Diny
Mr. and Mrs. Neal Dionne
Mr. and Ms. John Dittrner
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Docky
John Donnelly
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Dorn
Mr. and Ms. Gregory Doro
Mary Dummerding Downs
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Draths
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Drees
Patricia Drijaca
Dudek
Keith Dudek
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Dullinger
Mr. and Mrs. Brian Dullems
Judith Duncan
Stephanie*† and Jan Duncan
Colleen Dunkel
Betty Dunne
Christy Dunsmoor*
David Duquette*† and
Ann Romensko
Mr. and Mrs. Patrick Durkin
Mr. and Mrs. Timothy Ebben
Nancy Eckardt
Mr. and Mrs. William Eckenrod
Margaret Eckerle
Dodie Englebretson
Ehrmeier
April 2009
St. Norbert Theatre Studies presents “Tartuffe” as its spring production.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Klingley
Mr. and Mrs. John Klisch
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Klask
Karen Klotz
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Klos
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Kloster
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Knapp
Mr. and Mrs. Robert James Knapp
Kenneth Krauf
James Kneeland
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Knitt Jr.
Judith Knoblauch
Mr. and Mrs. Craig Knutson
Margaret Koch
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Koeller
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Koeppel
Steven Kohler
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Kohls
Mr. and Mrs. James Koles
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Koll
Steven Kon
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Konop
Mr. and Mrs. Gus Koczenos
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Kostka
Joseph Kraft
Mr. and Mrs. Gus Koremenos
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Konop
Mr. and Mrs. James Koles
Mr. and Mrs. John Klish
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Kutchmarek
Mrs. and Mr. Michael Krase
Laura Krasing
Eugene Krause
Mark Krause
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Krause
Mr. and Mrs. Randall Kretzschmar
Joellen Krippendorf
Mr. and Mrs. Dale Kropp
Brian Alan Krumsee
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Kruzh
Gordon Kuenzi
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Kuhn
Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey Kulaf
Mr. and Mrs. Kevin Kumba
Jerome Kusowski
Mr. and Mrs. Darrell Kutcher
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Kutiel
Patricia Kwaterski
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Kyles
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce LaLiberte
Caroline Violette
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Laabs
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Laddick
Mr. and Mrs. John LaGowskie
Jane Laird
Susan Laluzaeven
Mr. and Mrs. James Lannack
Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey Lambert
Mr. and Mrs. Bryan Lampeure
James Lampereur
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Lameuelle
Laurine Lancelle
Mark Lancelle
Susan Landt
Mr. and Mrs. Brian Langan
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Langan
Clifford Lange
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Langeberg
Rita Leary
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Ledesma
Carol Lehman
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Leick
Mindy* and Brad Leiterman
Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey Leila
John Lemke
Mr. and Mrs. David Lemme
Glady's Lemme
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Lemmen
Ann Lemmenes
Gayle Lens
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Leone
Mr. and Mrs. Terrance Leoni
Michael Lepak
Mark Leshke
Pamela Levar
Mr. and Mrs. Demetrius Lewis
Mr. and Mrs. David Liebelt
R. Scott Liebl and Maureen O'Connor
Mary Ann Lugoure
Althea Lillie
De-Hua Lin
The Hon. Thomas Linck
Mr. and Mrs. Robin Linder
Carol Lindsay
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Lindstrom
Mr. and Mrs. Steven Lipina
Randall and Ann Lisowe
Margaret Listug
Mr. and Mrs. Dean Little
Mr. and Mrs. George Livernash
Kenneth Loehlen
Elizabeth Lohuis
Barbara Ann Londo
Donald Long Jr.
Russell Long
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Louis
Richard Lovelace
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Lubinski
Carol Lulwicz
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Lundin
Sarah Luther
Norman Lynch
Sue Anne Osterhaus Lynch
Michael MacDonald
Felice Pacienza
Michael Mackin
Patricia Mackin
Barbara MacNaught
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Madary
James Madden
Mr. and Mrs. Josef Mager
Alaine Mahoney
John Maki
Nancy* and Dale Malaczewski
Lisa Maloney
Mr. and Mrs. James Maly
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Maly
Linda Maly
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Maly
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Mancksy
Mr. and Mrs. James Mangan
Michelle Manke*
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Malnick
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Marcell
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Marcell
Harlen Marik
Mr. and Mrs. Scott Markham
Mr. and Mrs. Matthew Marks
Cleo Marshall
Mr. and Mrs. William Martin
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Masias
Mr. and Mrs. John Mason
Mr. and Mrs. Norbert Massart
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Mathews
Kenneth Mathys
Gerald and Anne* Mattern
Nancy Mattke
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Matty
Mr. and Mrs. David Mau
Mr. and Mrs. David Mau
Irene Mayer
Mr. and Mrs. Edward McAllister
Lawrence McAndrews*
Mary McCarthy
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas McCarthy
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel McClone
Mr. and Mrs. Desmond McCullagh
Mr. and Mrs. Robert McDermott
Mr. and Mrs. J. Thomas McDermott
Sylvia McDermott
Donald McDonald
Mr. and Mrs. Roger McGill
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Mclinty
Beatrice McKeough
Bruce McLeod
Mr. and Mrs. William McNally
Mr. and Mrs. Peter McNulty
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence McPartlin
Margery Mead
Peggy Mecklenburg
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Menge
Mr. and Mrs. Elizabeth Mertz
Mr. and Mrs. Gregg Meschler
Mr. and Mrs. Jerome Messman
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Metz
Matthew Metzler
Bernice Meunier
Mr. and Mrs. James Meyer
Mr. and Mrs. Alan Meyer
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Meyers
Mr. and Mrs. Gregory Michalak
John Mielke Jr.
Patricia and John Mielke
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Miklaszewski
Dr. and Mrs. Gary Miller
Mr. and Mrs. Reese Milligan
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Mizwicki
Shirley Moeller
Rosanne Moesch
Mark Mongin
Frank Morelart
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Morgan
Mrs. James Morgan
Maya Morell
Mary Jo* and Michael Morris
Cheri Moissan
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Moynihan
Phyllis Mroczynski
Marilyn Mueller
Mr. and Mrs. James Mullaney
Shelly* and Mark Mummna
Mr. and Mrs. Timothy Mundt
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Murawski
Mr. and Mrs. James Murphy
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Murphy
Kathleen Murray
Kevin Nasal
Mr. and Mrs. Jason Nate
John* and Laura* Neary
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Neec
Mary Kay Mandi Nelson
Terry Nelson
Dr. and Mrs. William Nelson
Theresa Nesvacil
Dolores Neumeyer
Dr. and Mrs. Kenneth Neuser
Cathleen* and Kevin Nick
John Nick
Dr. and Mrs. Ted Niedzwiecki
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Niera
Susan Noel
Diane Nolan
Carol Nordgren
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Noskowski
Mr. and Mrs. James Noth
Ruth Novak
Amanda Nycz*
Catherine O'Brien
Mr. and Mrs. James O'Brien
Mr. and Mrs. Patrick O'Brien
Mr. and Mrs. Robert O'Connell
Mr. and Mrs. Greg Oehlke
Anita O'Hen
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel O'Hen
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard O'Kray
Joshua Oleck
Tim Olejniczak
Mr. and Mrs. H., James Olsen
Patrick Olsen
Carolyn Olson
Mr. and Mrs. John Olson
Karen O'Malley
John O'Meara
Mary Orito
Mr. and Mrs. Winston Ostrow
James O'Toole
Michael O'Toole
Nancy Ott Trainer
Pamela O'zzeleber
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Oudenhoven
Sandra Ovshak
Christine Paciero
Mr. and Mrs. Roland Pacesney
Dian Page
Nancy and Richard Page
Linda Panperm
Mr. and Mrs. Nicholas Pape
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Parmeter
Nicholas Patrick
Curtis and Mary Patz
Carol Bosch Paul
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Paul
Mr. and Mrs. Russel Paulsen
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Pauwels
Pamela Pearson
Michael Peckham*
Mr. and Mrs. James Peltier
St. John Penzenstadler
David Peot
Mr. and Mrs. Craig Persoutka
Anita Pesch
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Peters III
Charles Petersen*
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Peterson
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Peterson
Mr. and Mrs. Darrell Petrie
Joseph Petrilli
Mr. and Mrs. Orazio Petrilli
Edward Pezanoski
Mary Pharrer
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Phillips
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Pierzchalski
Richard Pinkart
Cindy and Eugene Pionek
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Piontek
Mr. and Mrs. James Piper
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Plantz
Jeanie and Gary Poehis
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Polzin
Mr. and Mrs. John Potts
Mr. and Mrs. Karl Preuss
Mr. and Ms. David Price
Charles and Erika Priester
Barbara Prindiville
Mr. and Mrs. James Prinster
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Prucha
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Prucha
Mr. and Mrs. Dean Pufahl
Mr. and Ms. Patrick Pufahl
Lewis* and Deborah* Pullein
Mr. and Mrs. Salvatore Purpero
Barbara Purpura
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Purpura
Tim Quigley
Mr. and Mrs. David Quinn
Kevins and Therese Quinn

April 2009
"Fresh Ink" presents a concert of original compositions written by music students.

May 2009
Commencement dawns bright for the graduation of the class of 2009.
May 2009
Following tradition, graduating students strike a pose with the statue of Abbot Pennings at his new home in the Mulva Library.
Organizations

President’s Club
1923 Fund
AAR Corporation
Accenture Foundation Inc.
Affinity Health System
Alliant Life Insurance Co. of North America
Allstate Insurance Co.
Ameriprise Auto & Home Insurance
Ameriprise Financial Gift
Matching Program
Anchor Wire International Corp.
ArvinMeritor Inc.
Associated Banc-Corp
AT&T Foundation
Avoca Bement Corporation
Baird Foundation Inc.
Bay Towel Linen and Uniform Rental
Baylake Bank
BelGioioso Cheese Inc.
Belmar Inc.
Belton Co.
Bleser Family Foundation Inc.
The Boeing Co.
Matthew Boring Memorial Bradner Central Co.
F.G. and F.K. Brotz
Family Foundation
Builders Supply of Northeastern Wisconsin Inc.
Cargill Matching Gifts Program
Cernick Family Foundation
Chesapeake Corp.
Foundation
Cleaning Systems Inc.
Cobrasource Inc.
Concord Mills
Crystal Print Inc.
Cuene Family Foundation
Easter Foundation Inc.
Eli Lilly and Co.
The Elite Group
ExxonMobil Foundation
Festival Foods
Follett Higher Education Group
GE Foundation
Global Impact
Grace Fleming Reinhold Trust
Great Northern Corp.

Green Bay Packers Foundation
Green Bay Packers Inc.
The H.S. Group Inc.
Hoffman LLC
Hurckman Family Foundation
Hurckman Mechanical Industries Inc.
IBM Corporation
Independent Printing Co. Inc.
JVG Inc.
Johnson Controls Foundation
Joseph Johnson
Charitable Trust
Kimberly-Clark Foundation
The Kohler Co.
George Kress Foundation Inc.
Lamers Bus Lines Inc
Liebmann, Conway,
Olejniczak & Jerry S.C.
Lunda Construction Co.
Lux Foundation Inc.
M &I Marshall & Isley Bank
Management Women Inc.
H. J. Martin and Son Inc.
William H. & Lois J. McEssy Foundation
Meyer Cohen Scholarship Fund Inc.
Dale R. & Ruth L. Michelis
Family Foundation
Miron Construction Co. Inc.
The Joseph & Eavele Neufeld
Foundation
Nicolet National Bank
Northwestern Mutual Foundation
Novatis U.S. Foundation
Nutter McIlenenn and Fish LLP
Performa Inc.
Perrot Homes Inc.
Ellsworth and Carla Peterson
Foundation
Fred Peterson Foundation
Pharmacia Matching Gifts
Pomp’s Tire Service Inc.
The Premonstratensians Fathers
Prevea Health
The Procter & Gamble Fund
The Reich Fund
Lee Remmel Sports
Awards Banquet
Reynbeau Clothing Inc.
Maurice & June Robinson
Foundation Foundation Inc.
Ryan Funeral Home
Sanimax Corporation
Sargento Foods Inc.
Schenck Business Solutions
William & Barbara Schmidt
Charitable Lead Trust
Schneider National Foundation
Schreiber Foods Inc.
The Joseph C. and Judith A.
Scully Foundation
Simon’s Specialty Cheese
Strubel Co.
Target
Tax Executives Institute -
N.E. Wisconsin Chapter
Town and Country Electric Inc.
U.S. Bancorp Foundation
U.S. Oil/Schmidt Family Foundation
Union Pacific Matching Gift Program
UnitedHealthCare
Insurance Co.
John & Janet Van Den
Wymelenberg Foundation Inc.
Van Den Heuvel Executives LLC
Vector Marketing Corporation
WPLIC
WPRV
Weinman, McNamara and
Associates Inc.
WeilPoint Foundation
Willems Landscape Service
Wilton Industries Inc.
Wisconsin Energy Corp.
Wood Family Foundation
Yale Materials Handling

Main Hall Club
Alcan Inc.
Amerhart Ltd.
Aon Foundation
Arias Foundation Ltd. Associated Banc-Corp Services
Robert Baird and Co.
Baxter International Foundation
Bellen Health
Broadway Ford-Jeep of
Green Bay
Catholic Foundation for the
Green Bay Diocese
Confidential Credit
Consultants Corp.
Ebert & Sebastian Inc.
Faith Technologies Inc.
FEECO International
First American-Evans
Title Division
The Goldman Sachs
Educational Matching Gift Program
Green Bay Area Public
School District
Gustman Pontiac GMC
Illinois Tool Works Foundation
Image Apparel
International Paper Co.
Foundation
Jostens Foundation
JT and Associates LLC
Kraft Foods Matching
Gifts Program
LandAmerica Foundation
Marathon Oil Co.
Merrill Lynch & Co.
Foundation Inc.
Millennium Inc.
Optima Machinery Corporation
Patriot Mortgage Services LLC
SC Johnson Fund Inc.
Schwan Food Co.
Sentry Insurance
Triumph Distributing Co.
UBS Foundation USA
Upper Lakes Coal Co.
Weiss Insurance Agency Inc.
Dorothy E. Werner
Family Foundation
West Bend Mutual
Insurance Co.
Westbury Bank

Founder’s Club
1st Choice Landscaping LLC
The Abbey
Abbott Laboratories Fund
ABN AMRO
Advanced Digital Inc
Aldredge Family Foundation
Alliant Energy Foundation
The Ambrose Group Ltd
Ameren
American Concrete Pipe Co.
Appleton Matching Gift Program
Bank of America Corporation
Barnes Group Inc.
BASH Corporation
Bayland Insurance Group Inc.
Bemis Co. Foundation
Bradley Corporation
Bucyclus Foundation Inc.
Carpets in the Park
Casper Funeral Home
Catholic Diocese of
Green Bay Inc.
Chevron Matching Gift Program
Chicago Gourmet Steaks Inc.
Chubb Group of Insurance
Companies
Citigroup Foundation
Cooper Industries Foundation
Dene Storch Rental
Ebben Enterprises Inc.
Ehrmann Gehrbach
Badger & Lee
Elmer Kranzsch Inc.
Enzymatic Therapy Inc.
Family Chiropractic Clinic of
Fay Dental Care
First Weber Group
Foundation Inc.
FM Global Foundation
Fox Harbor Inc.
G & G of Delaware Ltd.
Gagnon Clay Products Co.
Goodrich Foundation
Goshgarian Orthodontics LLC
Great-West Life & Annuity
Insurance Foundation
Green Bay Converting Inc.
Green Bay Gamblers LLC
Green Bay Highway Products
Green Bay Press-Gazette
Hanaway Ross Law Firm
Harley-Davidson Foundation
Hastings & Chivetta
Architects Inc.
Henri’s Music Co.
Hoffmann-La Roche Inc.
Hometown Hair Center Inc.
Horizon Construction LLC
Humana Inc.
J.W. Industries Inc.
Keltie Pavers Inc.
Kirkland and Ellis Foundation
Laboratory Corporation
of America
Le Mieux & Son Toyota
Legends Brewhouse and Eatery
Lockheed Martin Corp.
M&B Holdings Enterprises LLC
Macco’s Floor Covering Center
Merck Co. Foundation
Merrill Lynch and Co. Inc.
Monday Shakespeare Club
Nationwide Insurance
Foundation
Nicolet Restaurant
Northeast Insurance
Novotny Services LLC
Opus Corporation
PACCAR Foundation
Pinnacle Consulting Group LLC
Practical Retail
Merchandising Inc.
Promotional Designs Inc.
Prophit Marketing Inc.
Proven Concepts LLC
The Prudential Foundation
Quad/Graphics
R & C Press Trucking Inc.
R&R Insurance Services Inc.
Rademaker Photography
Studio
Real Machine Co. Inc.
Richard J. Resch
Foundation Ltd.
Robinson Metal Inc.
Rock’n W Ranch LLC
Rockwell Collins
Sara Lee Foundation
Scherf Properties
Scott’s Miracle Gro
Securian Foundation
Siemens Automotive Corp.
Siemens Medical Solutions
USA Inc.

May 2009
The new Fr. Eugene
E. Gries, O.Praem.,
Residence Hall is
dedicated.

May 2009
Ashley Greybill wins
her second NCAA
national 800-meter
title, this time on
the outdoor track.

ST. NORBERT COLLEGE
Norbert Guild
$1,000,000 and above

Patricia Baer
Bob and Carol Bush
David T and Mary Ann Cotrin
Paul and Carol Gehl
Mary Bleser Hayes and Thomas Hayes
Philip and Elizabeth Hendrickson
James and Julie-Anne Kress
Edward and Joan Meyer
Miriam and James Mulva
Patrick and Ann Murphy
Evaileen Neufeld
Michael and Elizabeth Riordan
Donald and Patricia Schneider
Marianne Van Drisse
Fred and Carol Wakeman

Penningty Guild
$250,000 to $999,999

Enrico and Patrizia Auricchio
Richard and Kristin Bernis
Stuart and Cindy Brotz
Thomas and Sandra Calaway
Norma Calawerts
Daniel and Nancy Dickison
Christopher Doerr

Deanna Doerr
George and Sharon* Hartman
Ernest and Joan Harvey
Donald Jones
Joseph Kline
Donald and Carol Kress
Eleanor La Force
Darlene Long
Patricia and Jack McKeathan
Patrick and Marysue Michels
Ruth Michels
Ronald and Mary O’Keefe
Kathryn Poot
Robert and Leslie Shade
Stephen and Barb Slaggie
Mark Stinski
Edward Sturzl Jr. and
Ann Gentine Sturzl
Edward and Sally Thompson
Quentin and Dorothy Willems
Agnes and Frank* Wood
James Yocum

Burke Guild
$50,000 to $249,999

Michael and Mary Ahrens
James Asmuth
William and Fiorella Auriemma
Frederick* and Virginia Baer
William and Cynthia Bain
Jean and Frank Battaglia
Keith and Mary Bednarowski
Daniel and Lois Beisel
Bruno and Carol Bell
Dennis and Mary Bersch
Michael Boberschmidt and
Nancy Jajkowsk
Daniel and Penny Bellom
Dave Brandel
John and Joan Brusky
John and Nancy Burgoyne
Donna Burke
Bill Burns Jr. and
Nancy Zajkowski Burns
Joanne Burns
Thomas and Karen Camilli
Lee Cloud
Robert Cloud
Joseph and Dawn Colwin
Harry Conlon
Karen Kalter Cook and
Andrew Cook Jr.
Leo and Barbara Crowley
James Cuene
Doris DeCaster
Timothy and Maria Delaney
Paul Dohly
Daniel and Kathryn Doerr
Peter and Jane Dorschel
Anne Witteborg Egan
and Richard Egan
Eliot* and Bunny* Elfin
Howard Frankenthaler
Robert and Carmen Gallagher
Lawrence and Kathleen Gentine
Jerome Haen
Thomas and Ruthann Hall
Chris and Evelyn Hartwig
James and Jane Hayes
Wallace and Patricia Hilliard
Gretchen Hoffmann and
Joseph Doherty
William Hynes and
Margie Shurgott
Kathryn Innes
Catherine and Bud Jacobs
Mary Johnson
Patrick and Lisa Kelly
Herbert Kohler and
Natalie Black
Lewis and Patricia Konop
Carmel Kosmoski
John and Jacqueline Kress
Bernard Kubale
Isidore and Carol Kwaterski
Mitchell and Carol Kwaterski
Frederick and
Katherine Lamont
Donna Landry
Randall Lawton and
Catherine and Bud Lawton
Mary Layde
Leonard Liebmann
Daniel Lunney
Harry Macco
James Madigan
Glen and Barbara Madigrano

Harold* and Marian Maier
Andrew Masterson
Margaret McAndrews
Virginia McKenna
Rosemary McMonagle
Kevin and Connie Michaels
Timothy and Barbara Michaels
Shirlyn Miller
Michael Money
The Rev. Conrad Mulrooney,
O.Praem.
Emma H. Naumann
Larry and Arleen Neuman
Gregory and Darcey Nicklaus
Thomas Olejniczak and
Dawn Bielnier Olejniczak
John and Grace Phillips
James and Suzanne Piette
Dave and Karen Porter
Peter and Kathleen Reines
Harold Richter
Daniel and Martha Ritter
Gary and Bridget
Maile Rosenberg
Martha Maudsley Sauter
Robert and Joan Schappa
Paul and Carol Schier
Lawrence and
Phyllis Schoenberger
Elizabeth Schroeder
Marjorie Shea
Mike Sir
Wayne Sigi and Leesa Erickson
Roland and Sue Stephenson
Jane Stewart
Stephen and Lorry Stiles
Kenneth and Georgia Stock
Roy and Hallie Stumpf
Paul and Joanna Swain
Richard and Catherine Terry
Ronald and Diana Tortelli
John and Anne Touchett
Anise Baccash Traynor
and Timothy Traynor
Paul Tutskey and Sara
Johnson Tutskey
Gordon and Ramona Van Asten
Michael Van Asten
Gordon and Grace Van Dinter
Harold and Arleen
Vander Heul
Francis Vandenberg
Joseph and Grace
Vander Zanden
Clayton Lee and Norma Vannes
Anthony and Margaret Ventura
Gerald Verstappen
Louise Waldkirch
Mary Waterman
Anthony and Jennifer Walter
Thomas and Beverly Whealon
Karen McDiarmid Yontz
and Kenneth Yontz